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Abstract

Toward the achievement of reliable global kilometer-scale (k-scale) climate simulations, we improve the Nonhydrostatic ICosa-

herdral Atmospheric Model (NICAM) by focusing on moist physical processes. A goal of the model improvement is to establish

a configuration that can simulate realistic fields seamlessly from the daily-scale variability to the climatological statistics. Re-

ferring to the two representative configurations of the present NICAM, of which each has been used for climate-scale and

sub-seasonal-scale experiments, we try to find the appropriate partitioning of fast/local and slow/global-scale circulations. In

a series of sensitivity experiments at 14-km horizontal mesh, (1) the tuning of terminal velocities of rain, snow, and cloud ice,

(2) the implementation of turbulent diffusion by the Leonard term, and (3) enhanced vertical resolution are tested. These tests

yield reasonable convection triggering and convection-induced tropospheric moistening, and result in better performance than in

previous NICAM climate simulations. In the mean state, double Intertropical Convergence Zone bias disappears, and the zonal

contrast of equatorial precipitation, top-of-atmosphere radiation balance, vertical temperature profile, and position/strength

of subtropical jet are dramatically better reproduced. Variability such as equatorial waves and the Madden–Julian oscillation

(MJO) is spontaneously realized with appropriate spectral power balance, and the Asian summer monsoon, boreal-summer

MJO, and tropical cyclone (TC) activities are more realistically simulated especially around the western Pacific. Meanwhile,

biases still exist in the representation of low-cloud fraction, TC intensity, and precipitation diurnal cycle, suggesting that both

finer spatial resolutions and the further model development are warranted.
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Abstract21

Toward the achievement of reliable global kilometer-scale (k-scale) climate simulations,22

we improve the Nonhydrostatic ICosaherdral Atmospheric Model (NICAM) by focus-23

ing on moist physical processes. A goal of the model improvement is to establish a con-24

figuration that can simulate realistic fields seamlessly from the daily-scale variability to25

the climatological statistics. Referring to the two representative configurations of the present26

NICAM, of which each has been used for climate-scale and sub-seasonal-scale experiments,27

we try to find the appropriate partitioning of fast/local and slow/global-scale circula-28

tions. In a series of sensitivity experiments at 14-km horizontal mesh, (1) the tuning of29

terminal velocities of rain, snow, and cloud ice, (2) the implementation of turbulent dif-30

fusion by the Leonard term, and (3) enhanced vertical resolution are tested. These tests31

yield reasonable convection triggering and convection-induced tropospheric moistening,32

and result in better performance than in previous NICAM climate simulations. In the33

mean state, double Intertropical Convergence Zone bias disappears, and the zonal con-34

trast of equatorial precipitation, top-of-atmosphere radiation balance, vertical temper-35

ature profile, and position/strength of subtropical jet are dramatically better reproduced.36

Variability such as equatorial waves and the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) is spon-37

taneously realized with appropriate spectral power balance, and the Asian summer mon-38

soon, boreal-summer MJO, and tropical cyclone (TC) activities are more realistically sim-39

ulated especially around the western Pacific. Meanwhile, biases still exist in the repre-40

sentation of low-cloud fraction, TC intensity, and precipitation diurnal cycle, suggest-41

ing that both finer spatial resolutions and the further model development are warranted.42

Plain Language Summary43

In the near future, increasing computational power will make it possible to perform44

a global kilometer-scale “cloud-resolving” model (GCRM) simulation on the climate time45

scale, which is expected to reduce the uncertainty of cloud-related processes in the cli-46

mate system. In this sense, it is important to make GCRMs more reliable tools in the47

evaluation and prediction of the variabilities over a wide range of spatio-temporal scales.48

With this perspective, we improve a Japanese GCRM, the Nonhydrostatic Atmospheric49

Icosahedral Model (NICAM), to achieve the realistic representation of both weather phe-50

nomena and climatological features in long-term simulations. We revise the NICAM by51

the reconsideration of cloud microphysics properties, the implementation of diffusion pro-52

cesses around strong convection cores, and increased vertical layers. These revisions lead53

to the substantial improvements in the climatological mean precipitation distributions,54

radiative energy balance at the top of the atmosphere, westerly jets in the mid-latitude,55

and temperature fields. We also find that weather phenomena such as the Asian sum-56

mer monsoon and tropical cyclone (TC) genesis are simulated more realistically. We ex-57

pect that, in addition to the above model improvements, kilometer-scale horizontal res-58

olutions can resolve a part of remained issues of the representation of TC intensity and59

precipitation diurnal cycle.60

1 Introduction61

In the Earth’s atmosphere, deep convection is one fundamental element for phe-62

nomena over a wide range of spatio-temporal scales. While individual deep convective63

clouds have O(1)-km spatial scale and short lifetime (within a few hours), they play a64

significant role in redistributing heat, water, and momentum and exciting atmospheric65

waves and thus are tightly coupled with the global atmospheric circulation driven by la-66

tent and radiative heating and momentum transportation. Also, deep convection is of-67

ten organized at O(102–103)-km scales, as observed as mesoscale convective systems (MCSs)68

(Houze, 1993), tropical cyclones (TCs), convectively-coupled equatorial waves (Takayabu,69

1994; Kiladis et al., 2009), and the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) (Madden & Ju-70
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lian, 1971), which greatly modulate both local and global weather patterns. Hence, bet-71

ter treatment of deep convection in models is expected to help seamless representation72

from the climatological mean states to the daily-scale variability.73

Simulating deep convection explicitly without any convective parameterizations glob-74

ally is one of strategies for the more accuracy of global climate models (Tomita et al.,75

2005; Bony et al., 2015; Satoh et al., 2019; Slingo et al., 2022). Such “global convection-76

resolving model (GCRM) simulations” have become possible at kilometer-scale (k-scale)77

resolutions thanks to the recent increase in computing power, and they have succeeded78

in reproducing the variability especially at the sub-seasonal to seasonal (S2S) scale (e.g.,79

Miura, Satoh, Nasuno, et al., 2007; Miyakawa et al., 2014; Stevens et al., 2019). Using80

the Nonhydrostatic Icosahedral Atmospheric Model (NICAM) (Tomita & Satoh, 2004;81

Satoh et al., 2008) with 3.5 and 7-km resolutions, Miura, Satoh, Nasuno, et al. (2007)82

realistically simulated the eastward migration of MJO convection for about a month and83

the MJO-related TC genesis, which is a pioneering work about the month-long MJO pre-84

dictability in high-resolution NICAM (Miyakawa et al., 2014). In addition, Stevens et85

al. (2019) recently compared the 40-day simulations by nine global models at less than86

5-km grid spacing and showed that k-scale models can reasonably represent the large-87

scale circulation and TC activities at least for the sub-seasonal scale.88

Beyond the S2S scale, a O(10)-year global climate simulation with explicit treat-89

ment of deep convection (i.e., GCRM-mode climate simulation) is an important mile-90

stone in climate modeling (e.g., Kinter III et al., 2013). It has already been performed91

by Kodama et al. (2015) and Kodama et al. (2021), although they adopted 14-km grid92

spacing, at which individual cumulus systems cannot be fully resolved. In CMIP6 High-93

ResMIP simulations by NICAM (Kodama et al., 2021), the mean radiation distributions,94

which are important to the climate, can be optimized especially by the refinement of the95

cloud microphysics and radiation schemes. This success is related to the better repre-96

sentation of the amount of cloud ice and high clouds originated from explicit deep con-97

vection. In addition, GCRM-mode climate simulations may help reduce the uncertain-98

ties about the statics of TCs (Yamada et al., 2017) and cloud amounts (Chen et al., 2022)99

in various climate regimes.100

While GCRM-mode climate simulations are expected to be able to reproduce both101

realistic climatological statistics and individual weather disturbances (e.g., MJO, TCs),102

this seamless feature cannot be attained at present, at least in 14-km mesh NICAM cli-103

mate simulations. For example, the amplitude of the simulated MJO is much weaker than104

the observations (Kikuchi et al., 2017; Suematsu et al., 2022), and the simulated MJO105

tends to fail to propagate into the western Pacific (Kodama et al., 2015), which is an ex-106

aggerated “barrier effect” of the Maritime Continent as seen in many other conventional107

GCMs (e.g., Ling et al., 2019). In addition to the MJO, some TC tracks are unrealis-108

tically represented, in that TCs generated over the eastern Pacific tend to cross the date-109

line (Kodama et al., 2015). The climatological mean states have also some long-standing110

biases such as the double intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) and smaller low-cloud111

amount, especially in NICAM HighResMIP simulations (Kodama et al., 2021).112

One may expect that k-scale resolutions can solve the above issues in coarser-resolution113

climate simulations, and this notion is true in several aspects: a tendency to convergence114

of deep convective characteristics at 870-m mesh (Miyamoto et al., 2013), a realistic large-115

scale circulation in a four-month 1.4-km resolution simulation (Wedi et al., 2020), and116

the subtropical low-cloud amount close to the observation at 2.5-km mesh (Hohenegger117

et al., 2020). Wedi et al. (2020) also reported, however, that the model biases of the MJO118

or tropical precipitation are not so reduced even at 1.4-km mesh. This situation holds119

true for NICAM, as indicated by the 40-day (from June 1, 2004) mean precipitation for120

the observation (Figure 1a) and 14- and 3.5-km simulations under the HighResMIP con-121

figuration (Figures 1b and 1c). The biases of the excess and shortage of precipitation over122

the ITCZ/Indian Ocean and western North Pacific are common to both resolutions, re-123
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Figure 1. (a–c) Horizontal maps of the 40-day mean precipitation for the (a) GPCP product

and (b) 14-km and (c) 3.5-km mesh simulations under the HighResMIP setting. Zonal mean

distributions are also plotted in right panels, and in (b and c), the simulations (blue) and GPCP

(black dashed) are compared. Global mean values are denoted at the upper-right corner of fig-

ures.
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spectively. In addition, meridional splitting of the precipitation band around the date-124

line (i.e., double ITCZ structure reported in Kodama et al. (2021)) and the lack of pre-125

cipitation over the western Pacific is still found or emphasized in the 3.5-km simulation.126

That is, several severe biases can be rooted in model physics that does not depend on127

horizontal resolutions, and thus more understanding and improvement of the moist physics128

in GCRMs are needed at a given resolution.129

Irrespective of horizontal resolutions within at least O(1–10)-km scale, the fact that130

current GCRM-mode simulations suffer from reproducing several climatological and weather131

aspects suggests that the requirements for reasonable S2S-scale and climate simulations132

are different from each other in terms of the interaction among moisture, convection, and133

radiation. While the S2S scale requires an accurate local response to the moisture evo-134

lution, the climate scale requires reasonable large-scale circulations constrained by the135

global energy balance regulated by moisture and clouds maintained as populated con-136

vection. For example, the climatological ITCZ and short-term MJO representation seem137

to be affected by mean radiation distributions and/or convection properties in different138

ways. Hwang and Frierson (2013) found that more radiative energy input in the South-139

ern Hemisphere coming from smaller low-cloud fraction over the Southern Ocean can re-140

alize the double ITCZ structure, in accordance with more energy transport into the North-141

ern Hemisphere. Bacmeister et al. (2006) emphasized a role of parameterized rain reevap-142

oration in determining the ITCZ structure via the modulation of the coupling strength143

between large-scale precipitation and planetary boundary layer (PBL). As for S2S-scale144

MJO simulations, Hannah and Maloney (2014) suggested that higher entrainment as-145

sociated with cumulus convection leads to better MJO reproduction partly because of146

the higher convective sensitivity to tropospheric moisture, whereas mean state bias trade-147

offs manifest in precipitation and wind fields (e.g, Kim et al., 2009).148

In convection-resolving simulations, where cloud formation is directly coupled to149

local dynamics, the moisture–convection–radiation relation and its impact on the large-150

scale circulations are controlled by explicit cloud microphysics and turbulent diffusion,151

as well as model resolutions. In fact, Miura (2019) showed that the MJO reproducibil-152

ity in GCRMs is sensitive to cloud microphysics parameters such as the falling velocity153

of rain and snow that can affect the vertical profile of moisture and clouds. The impacts154

of microphysics are also confirmed in the TC development (Nasuno et al., 2016) and di-155

urnal convection over the Maritime Continent (Nasuno, 2021). Besides, the choice and156

parameter settings of turbulent schemes can influence the favored spatio-temporal scale157

of convective organization by changing the efficiency of the subgrid-scale horizontal/upward158

moisture transport (Miura, Satoh, Tomita, et al., 2007; Holloway et al., 2013). Further-159

more, vertical resolutions have a large impact on the amount of tropical high clouds (Seiki160

et al., 2015; Ohno et al., 2019), which truly governs the mean radiation balance.161

Given that parameter tuning and better treatment for unresolvable physical pro-162

cesses in GCRMs can determine model performance over various temporal scales, it is163

essential to consider model physics required for reproducing both realistic climatolog-164

ical statistics and weather disturbances before going into the k-scale world. Thus, in this165

study, using a series of one-year sensitivity experiment in 14-km mesh, we aim to obtain166

a model that can seamlessly and realistically reproduce atmospheric variabilities and equi-167

librium states ranging from precipitation diurnal cycle to the global circulation. Specif-168

ically, we reconsider the cloud microphysics, turbulent diffusion, and vertical resolution,169

and examine their impacts on the moisture–convection relation. Then, we provide a model170

configuration that can achieve the best possible representation of wide spatio-temporal-171

scale fields, which is in anticipation of a reliable k-scale climate simulation.172

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model, experimental de-173

sign of sensitivity experiments toward model improvement, and observational datasets174

for model evaluation. Section 3 compares the simulated fields in the two representative175

settings, one of which emphasize the better radiation distributions in climate-scale sim-176
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ulations and the other the better MJO representation in S2S-scale simulations, in terms177

of the moisture transport via deep convection, one-year mean states, and disturbances.178

Based on this comparison, Section 4 introduces the major model updates and their im-179

pacts on the moisture–convection relation. Section 5 comprehensively examines the im-180

pacts of the model updates on the mean precipitation, radiation, and large-scale circu-181

lations and disturbances such as the MJO, equatorial waves, TCs, and precipitation di-182

urnal cycle. In section 6, as examples of model improvement in the mean states and dis-183

turbances, we discuss a possible reason for the mitigation of double ITCZ and weak MJO184

biases. Summary and concluding remarks are given in Section 7.185

2 Model, Experimental Design, and Observational Datasets186

2.1 Model187

The version of NICAM used in this study is similar to that in Kodama et al. (2021),188

but with some modifications. We adopted a globally quasi-uniform 14-km horizontal mesh189

despite the fact that this resolution is far from a convection-resolving scale. This is based190

on an idea that, as mentioned in Introduction, some biases found in the previous 14-km191

mesh NICAM climate simulations (Kodama et al., 2015, 2021) can be resolution-independent192

(cf. Figure 1), and addressed by the model physics improvement that is effective com-193

monly at O(1–10)-km grid spacing. Practically, the computational costs are still too high194

to conduct many sensitivity experiments at O(1)-km resolution to test the impacts of195

changes in the model physics. As for vertical resolution, two different numbers of ver-196

tical layers are used: 38 (Kodama et al., 2015) and 78 (Ohno & Satoh, 2018) with a model197

top height of about 40 and 50 km, respectively. The model time step is basically set to198

60 and 30 seconds for the experiments with 38 and 78 vertical layers, respectively. Note199

that this time step is sometimes temporarily shortened to avoid numerical instability.200

The physics schemes are almost the same as in Kodama et al. (2021), except for201

the turbulent diffusion effect that is newly implemented in this study (see the next sub-202

section). Subgrid-scale turbulent mixing is represented by the Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-203

Niino level 2 (MYNN2) scheme (Nakanishi & Niino, 2006; Noda et al., 2010). As sug-204

gested by Ohno et al. (2020), the saturation adjustment treatment to subgrid-scale ice205

clouds in MYNN2 is turned off. The radiative transfer is calculated by Model Simula-206

tion radiation TRaNsfer code (MSTRN) X (Sekiguchi & Nakajima, 2008) with 29 ra-207

diation bands. The land surface processes are treated by the model of Minimal Advanced208

Treatments of Surface Interaction and RunOff (MATSIRO) (Takata et al., 2003). Ocean209

surface heat and momentum fluxes are computed by the Louis (1979)’s bulk formula with210

a modified roughness length for strong wind conditions (Fairall et al., 2003; Moon et al.,211

2007). The orographic gravity wave drag scheme (McFarlane, 1987) is used to represent212

momentum transport carried by vertically propagating subgrid-scale orographic grav-213

ity waves.214

Instead of cumulus parameterization and large-scale condensation schemes, two types215

of single-moment bulk cloud microphysics schemes are used, and which type to use de-216

pends on the sensitivity experiments. One is an original version of NICAM Single-Moment217

Water 6 (NSW6) developed by Tomita (2008) (denoted as T08 version), and the other218

is an updated version of T08 based on comparisons with satellite observations (Roh &219

Satoh, 2014; Roh et al., 2017) (denoted as RS14 version). Compared to T08 version, RS14220

version assumes lighter precipitation from graupel and snow, and it forms more cloud221

ice via the explicit ice nucleation and vapor deposition processes replaced from satura-222

tion adjustment (see Table 5 in Kodama et al. (2021) for the key differences). Both cloud223

microphysics schemes are consistently coupled with the radiation scheme that consid-224

ers the nonsphericity of ice particles (Seiki et al., 2014).225
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2.2 Design of Sensitivity Experiments226

To be aimed at the seamless representation of both climatological mean states and227

weather disturbances, we take the two representative settings in NICAM as a starting228

point in designing the sensitivity experiments. One is the HighResMIP-tuned setting (Kodama229

et al., 2021), which prioritizes the better radiation distributions in the climate simula-230

tions; and the other is the MJO-tuned setting (e.g., Miyakawa et al., 2014; Miura et al.,231

2015; Suematsu et al., 2021), which prioritizes the realistic MJO reproduction in the S2S-232

scale simulations. Because these two settings are specialized for the reproducibility of233

climate- or weather-scale fields, they are expected to be helpful references to obtain the234

model that is a good mix of both. The experiments that adopt the HighResMIP- and235

MJO-tuned settings are hereafter referred to as the REF and MJO runs, respectively.236

The difference between the REF and MJO runs is in cloud microphysics. First, the237

versions of the microphysics schemes that the two settings adopt are different from each238

other: RS14 and T08 versions for the REF and MJO runs, respectively. In addition to239

this, a decisive difference is that the terminal velocities of rain and snow are set to much240

smaller values in the MJO run than the REF run. As shown in Table 1, the MJO-run241

setting applies the smaller coefficients c[r,s] in the terminal velocities vt[r,s],242

vt[r,s] = c[r,s]D
d[r,s] × f(ρ, ρ0) (1)243

where subscripts r and s denote rain and snow, respectively; D is the particle diameter;244

d is the empirical coefficient depending on the particle shape (here dr = 0.5, ds = 0.25);245

and f(ρ, ρ0) represents a function of the density and density at ground level. This dif-246

ference has a large influence on how moisture is accumulated and consumed before and247

after deep convection triggering, as discussed in Section 3.1.248

We note how reasonable a tuned c[r,s] is in terms of actual cloud microphysics prop-249

erties. This question is validated by the relation between c[r,s] and the diameters of rain250

and snow that are emphasized in their growth and falling (e.g., Gunn & Kinzer, 1949;251

Rogers et al., 1993). For example, the REF run (cr = 130.0, cs = 4.84) assumes fit-252

ting suitable for Dr ∼ 1 mm and Ds ∼ 500 µm. Considering that Dr is typically 0.5–253

2 mm in deep convection (Huang & Chen, 2019) and that Ds is estimated as 100–200254

µm (Seiki & Ohno, 2023), the REF run expects reasonable raindrop size and much larger255

snow than the reference. Meanwhile, the MJO run focuses on Dr ∼ 200 µm and Ds ∼256

60 µm in vt[r,s] fitting, indicating that slow terminal velocities of rain and snow are re-257

alized by underestimation of their assumed sizes.258

A comparison between the REF and MJO runs motivates us to revise a microphysics259

setting, and we conduct an experiment with this revision (NEW-MP run; see Table 1).260

Revisions of the microphysics setting is that, under RS14 version, the terminal veloci-261

ties of rain and snow are retuned (i.e., retuning of c[r,s]), and that cloud ice falling at 10262

cm s−1 (typical value for small ice particles with less than 100 µm of particle size; see263

Figure 1 in Seiki and Ohno (2023)) is introduced. A basis of the microphysics retuning264

in terms of moisture–convection relation and its impacts are described in Section 4.1. Note265

that retuned c[r,s] correspond to vt[r,s] fitting around Dr ∼ 500 µm and Ds ∼ 120 µm,266

so that they are reasonable even from the perspective of actual microphysics properties.267

In another series of the sensitivity experiments, we examine the impacts of the tur-268

bulent diffusion by eddies that are around model-grid scales. This effect is newly imple-269

mented into NICAM in this study, because Moeng et al. (2010) suggests that the con-270

ventional subgrid-scale turbulence schemes alone cannot represent all the turbulent fluxes271

in simulations at typical grid spacings of GCRMs (about 10 km and less). Following Germano272

(1986), we consider the scalar turbulent fluxes at model unresolvable scales (τvc):273

τvc = ṽc− ṽc̃
= ( ˜̃vc̃− ˜̃v˜̃c) + (˜̃vc′ + ṽ′c̃− ˜̃vc̃′ − ṽ′˜̃c) + (ṽ′c′ − ṽ′c̃′) (2)

–7–
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Table 1. List of sensitivity experiments and their settings for cloud microphysics (second to

forth column), turbulent diffusion by Leonard/cross terms (fifth column), and vertical layers

(sixth column).

Run name Microphysics Leonard term Vert. layers
(Version) (cr, cs) (cloud ice falling speeds)

REF RS14 (130.0, 4.84) N/A N/A 38
MJO T08 (55.0, 0.80) N/A N/A 38

NEW-MP RS14 (90.0, 2.00) 10 cm s−1 N/A 38
NEW1-LEO RS14 (130.0, 4.84) N/A Kf = 1.0 38
NEW2-LEO RS14 (130.0, 4.84) N/A Kf = 2.0 38
NEW1 RS14 (90.0, 2.00) 10 cm s−1 Kf = 1.0 38
NEW2 RS14 (90.0, 2.00) 10 cm s−1 Kf = 2.0 38

NEW2-L78 RS14 (90.0, 2.00) 10 cm s−1 Kf = 2.0 78

where v is horizontal or vertical wind velocity; c is any scalars; and x̃ and x′ denote any274

quantities “x” filtered for model-grid scales and the deviations from them (i.e., x−x̃),275

respectively. In Eq. (2), the turbulent diffusion that we additionally treat corresponds276

to the first and second terms, called the Leonard term (Germano, 1986; Leonard, 1975)277

and cross term, respectively. Referring to the derivation in Moeng et al. (2010), we im-278

plement the scalar vertical and horizontal turbulent fluxes from these two terms as fol-279

lows:280

τ∗wc = Kf

(
∆2

12

)
∇hw̃ · ∇hc̃ (3)

τ∗vhc = Kf

(
∆2

12

)
∇hṽh · ∇hc̃ (4)

where ∆ is the horizontal grid spacing; w is vertical velocity; vh is any components of281

the horizontal wind vector; ∇h is the horizontal gradient operator; and Kf is the tun-282

ing parameter that control the rate of contribution from the cross term, which cannot283

be represented by the model grid variables. The Leonard term strictly corresponds to284

the case of Kf = 1.0. Because the cross-term contribution is estimated to be at most285

equal to the Leonard-term contribution by large-eddy simulations (Moeng et al., 2010),286

Kf = 2.0 is also possible in case of consideration of both the Leonard and cross terms.287

Taking into account the above background and large impacts of moist turbulent288

diffusion processes on precipitation-related fields, we treat τ∗wc and τ∗vhc for some of wa-289

ter tracers (moisture, cloud water, and cloud ice) in case of Kf = 1.0 and Kf = 2.0290

under the settings for the REF run (NEW1-LEO and NEW2-LEO runs, respectively)291

and NEW-MP run (NEW1 and NEW2 runs, respectively). The impacts of this treat-292

ment are described in Section 4.2. Note that we do not consider the diffusion for snow,293

graupel, and rain because of relatively fast falling droplets, and that the horizontal gra-294

dient in Eqs. (3) and (4) is evaluated on the terrain-following coordinate. As for the lat-295

ter, it would be better to change this evaluation to that on the local cartesian coordi-296

nate in the future model development.297

While the 38 vertical layers are basically adopted in this study, we also test the im-298

pacts of the vertical resolution enhancement by using the 78 layers. The 78-layer ver-299

tical coordinate has 400-m thickness in the upper troposphere, which can improve the300

radiation and circulation fields and TC activities through better representation of cir-301

rus clouds (Seiki et al., 2015) and dynamical processes near cloud tops (Ohno & Satoh,302
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2015). In addition, the lowest layer in the 78-layer coordinate is thinner than the 38-layer303

coordinate (33 m versus 80 m), so that we expect more precise diagnostics of near-surface304

variables and PBL physics. An experiment with this vertical resolution enhancement is305

conducted under the settings for the NEW2 run (NEW2-L78 run).306

Settings of the sensitivity experiments in this study are summarized in Table 1. Fol-307

lowing Kodama et al. (2021), all the simulations are started on June 1, 2004, and inte-308

grated for 1 year. The initial atmospheric condition is obtained from the ERA-20C re-309

analysis (Poli et al., 2016), and the oceanic state is initialized by HadISST 2.2.0.0 (Kennedy310

et al., 2017). The sea surface temperature is predicted by a mixed-layer slab ocean model311

with its depth of 15 m, and simultaneously nudged to the observation (HadISST 2.2.0.0)312

with a relaxation time of 7 days. The initial land condition is the monthly mean clima-313

tology of the NICAM simulation with a 220-km mesh, as was used for the HighResMIP314

simulations (Kodama et al., 2021).315

2.3 Observational Datasets316

For the model validation in the sensitivity experiments, we use the following datasets:317

1. Daily and monthly mean winds and temperature from the Japanese 55-year Re-318

analysis Project (JRA-55) (Kobayashi et al., 2015) are used to evaluate the at-319

mospheric circulations. Their horizontal resolution is 1.25◦×1.25◦, and they cover320

29 vertical layers from 1000 to 50 hPa.321

2. Monthly mean radiation fields at the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) and surface from322

the Clouds and Earth’s Radiant Energy Systems (CERES) Energy Balanced and323

Filled (EBAF) TOA/SFC Edition 2.8 product (Loeb et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2011;324

Kato et al., 2013) are used to evaluate the mean radiation balance and energy trans-325

portation. The horizontal resolution of this product is 1.0◦ × 1.0◦.326

3. Daily and monthly mean rainfall from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project327

(GPCP) version 1.3 (Adler et al., 2003; Huffman et al., 2001) is used to evaluate328

the global precipitation fields. The horizontal resolution of this dataset is 1.0◦×329

1.0◦.330

4. Daily and monthly mean rainfall from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission331

(TRMM) 3B42 version 7 (Huffman et al., 2007, 2012) is used to analyze the trop-332

ical precipitation fields. For direct comparison, the data is interpolated from its333

original horizontal resolution (0.25◦ × 0.25◦) to the GPCP 1.0◦ × 1.0◦ grids.334

5. The hourly climatology of the TRMM-3G68 dataset is used to evaluate the pre-335

cipitation diurnal cycle in the tropics. This climatology is provided by Minobe et336

al. (2020), who explained the method how to produce it. A merit of the use of the337

TRMM-3G68 product is that the artificial phase delay of TRMM-3B42 can be avoided338

by no infrared-based estimation (e.g., Kikuchi & Wang, 2008). This data is inter-339

polated into the 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ girds.340

6. Best-track datasets compiled by the International BestTrack Archive for Climate341

Stewardship (IBTrACS) (Knapp et al., 2011) are used to evaluate simulated TC342

intensity, genesis, and tracks. The limitations of these datasets are briefly described343

in Yamada et al. (2017).344

All the data except for the TRMM-3G68 hourly climatology directly cover the sim-345

ulation period. Because the raw data of TRMM-3G68 is not available online, we sub-346

stitute its hourly climatology, which is opened to assess the observed statistics of trop-347

ical precipitation diurnal cycle (Minobe et al., 2020). Upon comparing the observations348

and the results of the sensitivity experiments, the model data are interpolated to the same349

spatio-temporal resolutions as for the targeted observational data.350
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3 Comparison of the Two Representative Simulations: HighResMIP-351

tuned versus MJO-tuned Settings352

In this section, we compare the REF and MJO runs, which are specialized for the353

better representation of either the climatological mean radiation distributions or S2S-354

scale MJO behavior. We examine the difference in deep convection characteristics and355

their relation with the moisture evolution, and then compare the several simulated 1-356

yr mean fields and disturbances to set the direction toward model improvement.357

3.1 Deep Convection Characteristics358

We first detect deep convective cores in the tropics for the REF and MJO runs us-359

ing 6-hourly and 1.25◦-grid snapshots. For detection of deep convective cores, the two360

simple criteria are imposed over 20◦S–20◦N: 1) vertical velocities at 700 hPa (w700) have361

local maximum with more than 0.2 m/s, and 2) both cloud water and cloud ice contents362

integrated over the 1000–100 hPa layer are non-zero. These cores correspond to MCSs363

or cloud clusters in the real atmosphere (Houze, 1993).364

Figures 2a and 2b show an example of detected deep convective cores in the REF365

and MJO runs, respectively. In both runs, pairs of upward and downward motions are366

realized in large-scale convective envelopes, and as indicated by green circles, convective367

cores are reasonably detected within the envelopes. A comparison of the frequency of368

w700 over 20◦S–20◦N (Figure 2c) suggests that a threshold of 0.2 m/s for w700 captures369

sufficiently strong convection in both runs, although the MJO run has slightly less fre-370

quency of w700 more than 0.2 m/s.371

In Figures 2d and 2e, the distributions of the number of convective cores in the 1-372

yr simulations are significantly different from each other. For the REF run, more deep373

convection is activated especially in the ITCZ and the South Pacific convergence zone,374

which results in the meridional splitting of active convective areas over the equatorial375

Pacific (Figure 2d). For the MJO run, this feature is not confirmed, and the total num-376

ber of convective cores is much smaller (Figure 2e). These results imply that, for the HighResMIP-377

tuned setting, deep convection becomes stronger in response to the environmental desta-378

bilization, and that the time scale of the convective life cycle may be shorter, as implied379

by Nasuno (2021).380

The above differences in the two runs are related to how different the relation be-381

tween individual deep convection and moisture accumulation/detrainment is from each382

other. To understand this, we next compare the moisture evolution associated with deep383

convection triggering. In Figures 3a and 3b, we examine the lagged-composite time-height384

evolution of specific humidity anomalies for the REF and MJO runs, respectively. The385

anomalies are defined as deviations from the 96-hr mean before and after deep convec-386

tion triggering (t = 0 hr). While the shallow-to-deep convection transition is found in387

both runs, the moisture–convection relation is clearly different between the two. For the388

MJO run (Figure 3b), more moisture tends to be confined to the PBL until deep con-389

vection triggering, and free-tropospheric preconditioning takes longer time. Also, the MJO390

run allows more enhanced and continuous mid-to-upper tropospheric moistening after391

deep convection, in conjunction with stronger PBL drying. These behaviors are certainly392

favorable for good MJO simulations (e.g., Hannah & Maloney, 2011; Hirons et al., 2013;393

Klingaman & Woolnough, 2014; Nasuno, 2021).394

The modified moisture–convection relation in the MJO run is physically related to395

the change in the vertical profile of the atmospheric static stability. Figure 3c shows the396

difference in the raw vertical temperature gradient (∂T/∂p) before t = 0 hr from that397

for the REF run. For the MJO run, the slower shallow-to-deep convection transition and398

more mid-to-upper tropospheric moisture detrainment are associated with the increased399
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Figure 2. (a, b) Snapshots of vertical wind velocities at 700 hPa (shading and contours for

0.2 m s−1) and OLR less than 200 W m−2 (hatching) at 00UTC, January 25, 2005 for the (a)

REF and (b) MJO runs. Green open circles represent detected deep convective cores. (c) Fre-

quency distributions of 6-hourly vertical wind velocities at 700 hPa in 20◦S–20◦N for the REF

(black) and MJO (red) runs. (d, e) Horizontal maps of the number of detected deep convective

cores for the (d) REF and (e) MJO runs. Total number of deep convective cores are denoted at

the upper-right corner of the figures.
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Figure 3. (a) Time-height section of lagged-composite specific humidity anomalies (g kg−1)

during the 96-hr evolution of deep convective cores for the REF run. The reference time for com-

posite (t = 0 hr) is when deep convective cores are detected, and the anomalies are defined as

deviations from the ±48-hr mean. Thick contours denote zero values. (b) The same as (a) but

for the MJO run (contours) and its difference from that for the REF run (shading). Contour in-

terval is 0.25 g kg−1, with negative (zero) contours dashed (thickened). (c) Vertical profile of the

difference in composite ∂T/∂p from −48 to 0 hrs for the MJO run from that for the REF run.

static stability (a negative ∂T/∂p difference) in the PBL and around 600/300 hPa, re-400

spectively.401

The cloud microphysics-related static stability change, which can alter the moisture–402

convection relation, is interpreted from the difference in the heating profile affected by403

vertical distributions of the water substances. Figure 4a shows the vertical profile of tropical-404

mean diabatic heating from microphysics and radiation processes for the REF run, and405

Figure 4b shows its difference as the MJO run minus REF run. First, microphysics pro-406

cesses for the MJO run induce more cooling in the PBL, consistent with the increased407

static stability there. As inferred from vertical profiles of tropical-mean water substances408

(Figures 4c–4e), this change is caused by more rain evaporation in the PBL (indicated409

by the loss of rain near the surface). Secondly, despite more mid-tropospheric heating410

for the MJO run, the vertical gradient of heating around the freezing level (600–500 hPa)411

is slightly larger than for the REF run (Figure 4b). This reflects more ice (mainly grau-412

pel) condensation and melting in the mid-troposphere (Figure 4e), which can explain the413

robust stable layer. These features are rooted in both the use of T08-version microphysics414

and slower terminal velocity of rain for the MJO run; T08 version tends to produce more415

graupel and rain melting from graupel, and the resulting increased raindrops are further416

evaporated more easily by slower rain falling. Although, for the MJO run, drier anoma-417

lies near the surface after deep convection triggering (Figure 3b) seems to be contradict418

to rain evaporation, they result from strong evaporative cooling, and relative humidity419

is higher there (not shown).420

In addition, the MJO run has more radiative heating around 250 hPa probably be-421

cause of more snow peaked at 200 hPa (Figures 4d and 4e), which presumably makes422
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Figure 4. (a) Vertical profiles of the annual-mean tropical mean (20◦S–20◦N) diabatic heating

from cloud microphysics (orange) and radiation processes (blue) and their sum (gray dashed) for

the REF run. (b) As in (a), but for the differences between REF and MJO runs (MJO minus

REF). (c–e) Vertical profiles of the annual-mean tropical mean mass concentration of water sub-

stances for the (c) REF and (d) MJO runs and (e) the difference between the two (MJO minus

REF): water vapor (divided by 103 for (c and d) and 104 for (e); black), rain (purple), cloud

water (green), snow (cyan), graupel (blue), and cloud ice (red).
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the more stable stratification around 300 hPa (Figure 3c). This is realized by T08-version423

microphysics, which produces snow at the higher level than in the REF run, and the en-424

hanced snow production due to tuning that sets the terminal velocity of snow to be slower.425

To summarize, the differences in cloud microphysics properties can introduce the426

diversity of the moisture–convection relation through the changes in the heating profile427

affecting the static stability. Specifically, as a result of slower rain and snow falling, deep428

convection in the MJO run is harder to be triggered, and it contributes to more mois-429

ture storage in the mid-troposphere. This makes the tropical troposphere moister for the430

MJO run on average (Figure 4e).431

3.2 Simulated Climatological Mean States and Weather Disturbances432

In consideration of deep convection characteristics for the REF and MJO runs, we433

interpret climatological mean states and weather disturbances simulated in those runs.434

First, the annual-mean precipitation for GPCP and the REF and MJO runs are com-435

pared (Figures 5a–5c). Both simulations have a common feature of much stronger pre-436

cipitation especially over the western Pacific and ITCZ than GPCP. There are two no-437

table differences in precipitation distributions (see also Figure 5d). One is that the pre-438

cipitation band around the date line in the Southern Hemisphere extends farther east-439

ward for the REF run, which corresponds to the double ITCZ-like bias in the NICAM440

HighResMIP simulation (Kodama et al., 2021). The other is that tropical precipitation441

in the MJO run is more abundant around the Maritime Continent, as in GPCP. No dou-442

ble ITCZ and the enhancement of precipitation over the Maritime Continent for the MJO443

run can be partly related to the fact that more PBL cooling makes convection trigger-444

ing more sensitive to low-level moisture and then harder (cf. Figure 3b). In fact, the re-445

lation between rain evaporative cooling and the ITCZ structure is consistent with Bacmeister446

et al. (2006). Because the zonal contrast of equatorial precipitation is directly linked to447

the representation of the Walker circulations and monsoon, which seamlessly affect S2S-448

scale phenomena, its control by model physics is one of important aspects in k-scale cli-449

mate simulations.450

While the mean precipitation fields are reproduced more realistically in the MJO451

run, the representation of the mean outgoing longwave and shortwave radiation (OLR452

and OSR) distributions at the TOA is better in the REF run. Figures 5f and 5g display453

the annual-mean OLR bias for the REF and MJO runs, respectively, and the difference454

between the two is shown in Figure 5h. Compared to the REF run, in which OLR dis-455

tributions are relatively well represented globally except for over the deep convective ar-456

eas and lands in the tropics, the MJO run has significant negative OLR biases especially457

in the mid-to-high latitudes. This pronounced OLR bias for the MJO run is caused by458

more snow production at the upper troposphere that stems from the cloud microphysics459

tuning (Figure 4d). As for OSR, both runs suffer from negative biases (i.e., too much460

shortwave input) off Peru and California and over the Southern Ocean due to small low461

cloud fraction (Figures 5j and 5k). Otherwise, the MJO run tends to have larger OSR462

compared to the REF run globally because of increased cloud water (Figures 5l and 4e),463

leading to positive OSR biases especially in areas with negative OLR biases (Figures 5g464

and 5k).465

The global-mean net radiation balance at the TOA is better for the MJO run: −5.15466

W m−2 for the MJO run, −6.79 W m−2 for the REF run, each against the observation.467

However, this better balance comes from error compensation between larger OLR and468

OSR biases in the opposite sign than the REF run. By nature, it would be better to im-469

prove the mean radiation balance with reduced biases in both OLR and OSR distribu-470

tions.471

Comparisons of the above climatological mean states support the notion that it is472

desirable to obtain a setting incorporating both the merits unique to the REF and MJO473
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Figure 5. (a–d) Horizontal maps of the annual-mean precipitation (mm day−1) for the (a)

GPCP product, (b) REF and (c) MJO runs, and (d) its difference between the two runs (MJO

minus REF). Zonal mean distributions are plotted in right panels with solid lines, where the

GPCP distribution is also replotted with black dashed lines in (b) and (c). Global mean values

are denoted at the upper-right corner of figures. Dotted pink lines indicate the date line. (e) As

in (a), but for OLR (W m−2) at the TOA obtained from the CERES. (f–h) As in (e), but for

the OLR bias at the TOA against the CERES for the (f) REF and (g) MJO runs, and its differ-

ence between the two runs (MJO minus REF). In (f and g), global mean bias and raw values are

denoted at the upper side of figures. (i–l) As in (f–h), but for OSR at the TOA.
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Figure 6. (a, b) Wavenumber-frequency power spectra for the equatorially symmetric com-

ponent of 6-hourly OLR over the simulation period for the (a) REF and (b) MJO runs. Power

spectra are summed from 15◦S to 15 ◦N, and plotted as the ratio of raw to background power.

(c, d) The same as (a, b) but for the equatorially antisymmetric component.
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runs, and this notion is also reinforced by the analysis of the weather disturbances such474

as equatorial waves and the MJO. Figure 6 presents normalized wavenumber-frequency475

power spectra in the equatorially symmetric and antisymmetric components of 6-hourly476

OLR in 15◦S–15◦N for the REF and MJO runs, following Wheeler and Kiladis (1999)477

or Takasuka et al. (2018). In the symmetric component (Figures 6a and 6b), gravity-wave478

modes such as Kelvin and westward inertia-gravity waves amplify more in the REF run,479

whereas more rotational type modes such as equatorial Rossby waves and tropical de-480

pression (TD)-type disturbances amplify more in the MJO run. These results can be in-481

terpreted by the idea that the slower shallow-to-deep convection transition (i.e., longer482

moisture convective adjustment time scale) and the moister environment in the MJO run483

is favorable for the realization of moisture-coupled rotational modes rather than gravity-484

wave modes (e.g., Yasunaga & Mapes, 2012; Adames et al., 2019). Interestingly, the strength485

of MJO signals is not different in both runs, possibly because the MJO can be the mix-486

ture of gravity-wave and moisture-coupled rotational modes (e.g., Straub & Kiladis, 2003;487

Masunaga et al., 2006; Yasunaga & Mapes, 2012; Takasuka & Satoh, 2020). For the an-488

tisymmetric component (Figures 6c and 6d), the REF run favors eastward inertia-gravity489

waves in more cohesive wavenumber-frequency bands, consistent with the results in the490

symmetric component.491

The analyses in this subsection reveal that the direction for model improvement492

is taking the intermediate characteristics between the REF and MJO runs. Specific re-493

visions of the model setting for this goal are next described.494

4 Major Model Updates and Their Impacts On the Moisture–Convection495

Relation496

In Section 3, it is found that the moisture–convection relation and cloud microphysics497

characteristics should be altered to incorporate good performances of the REF and MJO498

runs in both the climatological statistics and weather. Specifically, deep convection trig-499

gering should be more sensitive to environmental moisture and the troposphere should500

be moister than the REF run, although not as much as the MJO run. Also, the repre-501

sentation of upper-tropospheric ice condensations is taken care of for better mean ra-502

diation balance, which can be done by the reconsideration of cloud microphysics and ver-503

tical resolutions. Based on these strategies, the three major model updates are introduced;504

1) retuning of the cloud microphysics parameters, 2) implementation of turbulent dif-505

fusion by the Leonard and cross terms, and 3) vertical resolution enhancement.506

4.1 Retuning of the Cloud Microphysics Parameters507

To obtain the intermediate moisture–convection relation between the REF and MJO508

runs, we first retune the vertical profiles of the terminal velocity of snow and rain to take509

their intermediate values of the two runs in the NEW-MP run (Figure 7a). Here RS14-510

version microphysics is used instead of T08 version adopted in the MJO run, because511

we intend to revise the height and amount of ice, snow, and graupel production and the512

recent improvement of NSW6 is based on RS14 version (Seiki & Roh, 2020).513

As shown in Figures 7b and 7c, this retuning for the NEW-MP run alters the ver-514

tical structure of the tropical-mean water substances from that for the MJO or REF runs.515

The slower terminal velocity of rain and snow than in the REF run produces more rain516

and snow (Figure 7c). Also, the intermediate terminal velocity of rain between the REF517

and MJO runs makes rain evaporation in the PBL stronger (weaker) than in the REF518

(MJO) run (Figures 7b and 4c). Furthermore, compared to the MJO run, the microphysics519

scheme change leads to more cloud ice, less graupel/rain production, and snow produc-520

tion at lower altitudes (Figure 7b).521
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Figure 7. (a) Vertical profiles of composite terminal velocities of rain (solid) and snow

(dashed) when deep convective cores are detected (t = 0 hr) for the REF (black), MJO (pink),

and NEW-MP runs (blue). (b) The same as Figure 4c, but for the NEW-MP (solid) and MJO

runs (dashed). (c) The same as Figure 4e, but for the difference between the NEW-MP and

REF runs. (d) The same as Figure 3c, but for the MJO (pink) and NEW-MP runs (blue). (e)

The same as Figures 3b, but for the difference in the NEW-MP run from the REF (shading)

and MJO runs (contours). Contour interval is 0.04 g kg−1, with negative (zero) contours dashed

(thickened).
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As a result, the vertical profile of the static stability is different from those in the522

REF and MJO runs. Figure 7d shows the vertical profiles of ∂T/∂p differences (from the523

REF run) before deep convection triggering for the MJO and NEW-MP runs. In the NEW-524

MP run, increase of static stability in the PBL due to stronger evaporative cooling is ob-525

served as in the MJO run, but the degree of increase is reduced. The mid-to-upper tro-526

pospheric (500–300 hPa) static stability is also increased because of enhanced radiative527

heating associated with more snow production than in the REF run. Meanwhile, the melting-528

layer stabilization effect found in the MJO run is not significant, possibly because a con-529

version from graupel to rain is much less efficient than in the MJO run.530

The above static stability changes results in the quantitatively retuned moisture–531

convection relation that retains the qualitative features in the MJO run. Figure 7e shows532

the same moisture evolution as in Figure 3b but for the NEW-MP run. Similar to the533

MJO run, more moisture is accumulated in the PBL before deep convection triggering534

(t = 0 hr) and is detrained in the mid-troposphere after that than in the REF run. In535

addition, the amplitudes of this evolution are reduced in comparison with the MJO run.536

These aspects are certainly intermediate between the REF and MJO runs.537

Another important revision in the cloud microphysics scheme is to introduce the538

cloud ice falling process. Because cloud ice falling decreases (increases) ice clouds above539

(below) about 200 hPa (Figure 7c), it contributes to an increase in the climatological mean540

OLR at the TOA and in turn affects the temperature field. In fact, this new treatment541

can mitigate negative OLR and high upper-tropospheric temperature biases partly caused542

by ice and snow production for the NEW-MP run (not shown).543

4.2 Implementation of Turbulent Diffusion by the Leonard and Cross544

Terms545

As described in Section 2.2, we newly consider turbulent diffusion from CRM-grid546

scale eddies, which are represented by the Leonard and cross terms in Eq. (2), for mois-547

ture and cloud water and ice. Because the contributions from these terms become large548

where the horizontal gradients of both horizontal/vertical wind velocities and tracers are549

large (see Eqs. (3) and (4)), they are expected to be effective around individual storms.550

Figure 8a displays a snapshot of vertical moisture fluxes by the Leonard term (computed551

with Eq. (3) for Kf = 1.0) and vertical winds at z = 6.2 km in the NEW1 run. This552

map clearly shows that turbulent transport by the Leonard term is enhanced only in the553

vicinity of a convective core. That is, the implementation of the Leonard- and cross-term554

contributions enables us to incorporate a part of lateral mixing associated with deep con-555

vection.556

The lateral mixing by the Leonard and cross terms has an impact on how much557

moisture is diffused in accordance with the evolution of individual deep convection. Fig-558

ures 8b and 8c show the same as Figure 7e but the difference from the NEW-MP run,559

which does not have the Leonard- and cross-term contributions, for the NEW1 and NEW2560

runs in shading, respectively. In both runs, more moisture remains from the lower to mid-561

troposphere even after t = 24 hr, which seems to be a result of detrainment-like pro-562

cesses. This evolution is more prominent for the NEW2 run (Kf = 2.0), indicating that563

the consideration of both the Leonard and cross terms leads to more moisture diffusion564

in deep convective areas.565

This turbulent diffusion effect also modulates mean precipitation fields. Figure 8d566

shows the annual-mean precipitation for the NEW-MP run, and Figures 8e and 8f show567

the difference from it for the NEW1 and NEW2 runs, respectively. Compared to the NEW-568

MP run, which has precipitation distributions similar to those in the MJO run in terms569

of no double ITCZ and enhanced precipitation over the western Pacific, the precipita-570

tion amount tends to decrease around active precipitation areas. For example, domain-571

mean precipitation for the NEW1 run is reduced over the Indian Ocean (−0.12 mm day−1),572
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Figure 8. (a) Snapshot of vertical moisture flux by the Leonard term (shading) and positive

vertical wind velocities (contours) at a height of 6.2 km for the NEW1 run. Contour interval is

0.5 m s−1, with zero values thickened. (b, c) The same as Figure 3b, but for the (b) NEW1 and

(c) NEW2 runs and shading represent their differences from the NEW-MP run. (d) The same

as Figure 5b, but for the NEW-MP run. (e, f) The same as Figure 5d, but for the differences in

the (e) NEW1 and (f) NEW2 runs from the NEW-MP run. Global-mean raw values are denoted

at the upper-right corner of the figures. Pink squares enclose the three representative areas used

for the computation of domain-mean precipitation: the Indian Ocean (15◦S–10◦N, 60◦–100◦E),

western North Pacific (0◦–20◦N, 120◦–150◦E), and ITCZ (0◦–10◦N, 180◦–90◦W).

western North Pacific (−0.91 mm day−1), and ITCZ (−0.45 mm day−1). The decrease573

in precipitation is more significant for the NEW2 run; the precipitation changes over the574

above three areas from the NEW-MP run are −0.29, −1.08, and −0.60 mm day−1 in or-575

der. This suggests that turbulent diffusion in the vicinity of deep convection plays an576

important role in suppressing excessively strong precipitation.577

4.3 Vertical Resolution Enhancement578

As described in Section 2.2, increased vertical resolutions in the upper-troposphere579

help represent cirrus clouds and dynamical processes near the tropopause, leading to the580

better reproducibility of radiation distributions (Seiki et al., 2015) and TC intensity (Ohno581

& Satoh, 2015). Also, a thinner layer near the surface enables more precise diagnostics582

of near-surface variables, which can affect convection triggering. Thus, the increased num-583

ber of vertical layers from 38 to 78, which satisfies these aspects, is tested in the NEW2-584

L78 run. This vertical resolution enhancement alters the moisture–convection relation,585

as well as the climatological mean radiation, temperature, and circulation fields shown586

in Section 5.1; the PBL-to-mid-level moistening observed in the deep convective evolu-587

tion, which is reinforced by the revisions of the cloud microphysics and turbulent pro-588

cesses in the previous two subsections, is slightly alleviated (not shown). This is consis-589

tent with Ohno et al. (2019), who showed that finer vertical resolutions make subgrid-590

scale turbulent mixing near convective cores weaker, and the relative humidity more de-591

creased.592
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Figure 9. Time-latitude diagrams of the monthly-mean precipitation averaged over 160◦E–

140◦W for the (a) TRMM-3B42 product, (b) REF, (c) MJO, (d) NEW2, and (e) NEW2-L78

runs. The x-axis denotes every month from June, 2004 to May, 2005.

5 Impacts of the Model Updates On the Simulated Fields593

In this section, we evaluate the simulated fields in the sensitivity experiments over594

a wide range of temporal scales to show that the model updates described in Section 4595

produce the more realistic representation of both the climatological mean states and weather596

disturbances. Here we mainly compare the results from the REF, MJO, NEW2, and NEW2-597

L78 runs, because the moisture–convection relation obtained in the NEW2-based physics598

(i.e., Kf = 2.0 as in Moeng et al. (2010)) is closest to that at which we are aimed.599

5.1 Climatological Mean States600

We first examine the impacts of the model updates on the representation of the ITCZ.601

Figure 9 shows the time-latitude diagrams of monthly-mean precipitation averaged over602

the central Pacific (160◦E–140◦W) for the observation and sensitivity experiments. While603

the observed precipitation has a single ITCZ around 5◦N, except in boreal winter (Fig-604

ure 9a), the REF run simulates the double ITCZ structure especially in boreal autumn605

(September–November) and early summer (June–July) (Figure 9b). This bias is clearly606

reduced in the NEW2 and NEW2-L78 runs, as much as the MJO run (Figures 9c–e). Un-607

like the REF run, the abrupt enhancement of precipitation in 15◦S–0◦ during austral sum-608

mer is captured in the NEW2 and NEW2-L78 runs. It is overemphasized in the NEW2-609

L78 run, as indicated by the fact that precipitation on the Southern Hemisphere is sig-610

nificantly active until March.611

The mean radiation balance at the TOA becomes intermediate between the REF612

and MJO runs by the revisions of cloud microphysics and turbulent diffusion processes.613
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Figure 10. (a, b) Horizontal maps of (a) the annual-mean OLR bias (W m−2) for the NEW2

run and (b) its difference from that for the MJO (shading) and REF runs (contours). Zonal

mean distributions are also plotted in the right panels, in which in (b), black and red lines cor-

respond to the REF and MJO runs, respectively. Global-mean raw values are denoted at the

upper-right corner of (a). (c, d) The same as (a and b), but for (c) the NEW2-L78 run and (d)

its difference from the NEW2 run. (e–h) As in (a–d), but for the annual-mean OSR bias.

Figures 10a and 10b show the annual-mean OLR bias for the NEW2 run and its differ-614

ence from the MJO or REF run, respectively. Although negative OLR biases for the NEW2615

run are more significant almost globally than the REF run, they are mitigated especially616

in the extratropics compared to the MJO run, which mainly results from the retuning617

in the microphysics scheme. In addition, the remaining negative OLR biases are largely618

reduced by the vertical resolution enhancement. The annual-mean OLR bias for the NEW2-619

L78 run (Figure 10c) and its comparison with the NEW2 run (Figure 10d) suggests that620

finer vertical resolutions increase OLR values globally and that they reduce the large bi-621

ases over the deep tropics and storm-track regions, where ice condensations are frequently622

generated. This result is consistent with Seiki et al. (2015).623

Figures 10e–10h are the same as Figures 10a–10d but for the annual-mean OSR.624

The mean OSR values for the NEW2 run decrease (increase) mainly in the tropics com-625

pared to the MJO (REF) run, which realizes the intermediate OSR distributions between626
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the REF and MJO runs (Figures 10e and 10f). The positive biases in the tropics due627

to shortwave reflection by deep clouds are reduced in the NEW2-L78 run (Figures 10g628

and 10h), corresponding to a decrease in cloud water and ice (not shown). Interestingly,629

negative OSR biases over the Southern Ocean are slightly mitigated in the NEW2 run,630

and this improvement is further supported by the vertical resolution enhancement (Fig-631

ure 10h). This energetic change may be related to the disappearance of the double ITCZ632

structure in the NEW2 run, which will be discussed in Section 6.1.633

In Figure 11, the climatological temperature and circulation fields are compared634

between JRA-55 reanalysis and the sensitivity experiments. Figures 11a and 11b show635

biases of the annual-mean zonal mean temperature, and zonal mean zonal wind and Eu-636

lerian mean meridional mass stream function for the REF run, respectively. In the trop-637

ics, warm bias exists in the upper-troposphere, which is especially significant around the638

tropopause (more than +6 K). A reason for this is strong radiative heating associated639

with the excess of cloud ice that is explicitly generated by RS14-version microphysics and640

remains unremoved. Related to this warm bias, the simulated tropospheric westerly jets641

have stronger and/or poleward shift bias (Figure 11b). In addition, the simulated annual-642

mean Hadley circulation (black contours) has more upward motions in the Southern Hemi-643

sphere than JRA-55, consistent with the zonal mean precipitation and the double ITCZ644

structure. Furthermore, the cold/warm bias in the extratropical tropopause/lower strato-645

sphere also stands out, which is likely contributed by unrealistic radiative cooling and646

meridional stratospheric circulations (e.g., Shepherd et al., 2018). Most of these features647

in the REF run follow the fields in NICAM AMIP-type and/or HighResMIP simulations648

(Kodama et al., 2015, 2021).649

For the MJO run (Figures 11c and 11d), the aforementioned biases for the REF650

run are reduced, except for the temperature bias at and above the extratropical tropopause.651

Meanwhile, smaller warm bias in the tropics than for the REF run is probably rooted652

in another severe bias; cloud ice generated by T08-version microphysics is much scarcer653

(Figures 4c–e) than by RS14 version in the REF run and is underestimated in compar-654

ison with the observation (Kodama et al., 2021). This trade-off problem is partly resolved655

in the NEW2 run; the introduction of cloud ice falling in the RS14-version microphysics656

scheme can reduce the tropical warm bias comparable to the MJO run (Figure 11e), while657

preserving abundant cloud ice (cf. Figure 7c). In this context, the strong and/or pole-658

ward shift bias of the mid-latitude westerly jets is also mitigated for the NEW2 run (Fig-659

ure 11f). In addition, the anomalous upward motions in the Southern Hemisphere as-660

sociated with the Hadley circulation are weakened, corresponding to the mitigation of661

the double ITCZ.662

The NEW2-L78 run (Figures 11g and 11h) suggests that the vertical resolution en-663

hancement in addition to the NEW2-run setting significantly mitigates the biases found664

in both upper-tropospheric/lowermost-stratospheric temperature fields and mid-latitude665

westerly jets. A plausible reason for the bias reduction in temperature can be explained666

as follows: finer vertical resolutions suppress the excessive formation of high clouds (Seiki667

et al., 2015) and water vapor leakage into the lowermost stratosphere (Shepherd et al.,668

2018), reducing overestimation of radiative heating (cooling) by tropical cirrus (strato-669

spheric water vapor) and bringing the vertical profile of temperature closer to reality.670

Furthermore, momentum transport by gravity waves is also expected to be simulated bet-671

ter, which may help the improved representation of the mid-latitude tropospheric jets.672

This causal relationship should be quantitatively evaluated by examining the dependency673

of vertical resolutions on momentum budgets, which is left for our future work.674

Note that a strong warm bias exists in the Antarctic region for all the experiments675

(Figures 11a, 11c, 11e, and 11g). This is mainly due to overestimated turbulent mixing676

by the MYNN2 scheme, associated with large vertical wind shear near the surface with677

steep slopes (not shown). This issue can be related to a limitation of the vertical discretiza-678
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Figure 11. (a) Latitude-height section of the annual-mean zonal mean temperature (contours)

and its bias against JRA55 reanalysis (shading; K) for the REF run. Contour interval is 6 K. (b)

As in (a), but for the annual-mean zonal mean zonal wind (green contours), its bias (shading; m

s−1), and Eulerian mean mass stream function bias (black contours). Green and black contour

interval is 8 m s−1 and 1.0 × 10−12 kg s−1, respectively, with negative (zero) contours dashed

(omitted). Positive contours indicate the clockwise circulations. (c–h) The same as (a and b), but

for the (c, d) MJO, (e, f) NEW2, and (g, h) NEW2-L78 runs.
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Figure 12. (a) Wavenumber-frequency power spectra for the equatorially symmetric compo-

nent of 6-hourly OLR over the simulation period for the NEW2 run. Power spectra are summed

from 15◦S to 15 ◦N, and plotted as the ratio of raw to background power. (b, c) As in (a), but

for its difference from the (b) REF and (c) MJO runs.

tion by the terrain-following coordinate system, which implies that the improvement of679

the dynamical core is also required.680

5.2 Weather Disturbances681

In this subsection, we focus on various kinds of daily-to-seasonal-scale phenomena.682

First, to grasp the behaviors of typical modes in tropical deep convection, we compare683

the representation of convectively-coupled equatorial waves and the MJO. We then ex-684

amine the several large- and S2S-scale variabilities such as the Asian summer monsoon685

and boreal-summer MJO. TC activities (e.g., genesis, intensity), which are affected by686

S2S-scale environmental factors, are also evaluated. Lastly, we analyze the precipitation687

diurnal cycle as a fundamental and prominent convective mode in the tropics.688

5.2.1 Convectively-Coupled Equatorial Waves and the Boreal-Winter689

MJO690

Figure 12a shows normalized wavenumber-frequency power spectra in the equato-691

rially symmetric component of OLR (15◦S–15◦N) for the NEW2 run, and Figures 12b692

and 12c present its difference from the REF and MJO runs, respectively. For the equa-693

torial OLR simulated in the NEW2 run, there are prominent peaks in the representa-694

tive wave modes including the MJO, and the spectral peaks for Kelvin waves and the695

MJO are well separated from each other as in the observation (Wheeler & Kiladis, 1999)696

(Figure 12a). These spectral characteristics are a good mixture of those in the REF and697

MJO runs; the Kelvin and inertia-gravity waves tend to decay (amplify) compared to698

the REF (MJO) run, and vice versa for the TD-type disturbances and equatorial Rossby699

waves (Figures 12b and 12c), which can be a result of the intermediate feature of the moisture–700

convection relation between the REF and MJO runs. Hence, the NEW2 run can sim-701

ulate both the gravity-wave and rotational type modes reasonably well.702

In Figure 13, we compare the time-longitude diagrams of equatorial 850-hPa zonal703

winds during boreal winter, when the mean MJO activities are enhanced (Zhang & Dong,704

2004), among the JRA55 reanalysis and REF, MJO, and NEW2 runs. For clarity, MJO-705

filtered westerly anomalies (eastward wavenumbers 1–5 and periods of 30–120 days) are706

also plotted with black contours. Note that, because the boreal winter in these simula-707

tions is far from the initial date (June 1, 2004), the simulated MJO in this period is not708

a result of initial value problems but an internal mode of the model. For the reanaly-709
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Figure 13. Time-longitude diagrams of 850-hPa zonal winds (shading) and MJO-filtered

westerly anomalies (contours) averaged in 10◦S–10◦N for the (a) JRA55 reanalysis and (b) REF,

(c) MJO, and (d) NEW2 runs. Contours start with 0.5 and 1.0 m s−1 for (a) and (b–d), respec-

tively, and contour interval is 1 m s−1. Green dashed lines in (b) indicate Kelvin-wave signals.

sis, MJO-scale westerlies propagate eastward quasi-periodically during this period (Fig-710

ure 13a). This MJO propagation cannot be captured well for the REF run (Figure 13b),711

in which high-frequency eastward-propagating signals like Kelvin waves are more detected712

(see green lines). In contrast, the MJO run shows robust eastward propagation of orga-713

nized westerly areas into the date line, although the simulated westerlies are more con-714

spicuous than the reanalysis (Figure 13c). For the NEW2 run, overestimation of west-715

erlies found in the MJO run are somewhat mitigated, and the quasi-periodic westerly/easterly716

phase changes associated with the MJO propagation is spontaneously reproduced (Fig-717

ure 13d). This result suggests that the model setting for the NEW2 run has the ability718

to simulate a realistic MJO mode in climate simulations at a comparable level to S2S-719

scale simulations, unlike most conventional GCMs that struggle with spontaneous and720

frequent MJO realization (Ling et al., 2017).721

5.2.2 Asian Summer Monsoon and the Boreal-Summer MJO722

In boreal summer, the large-scale circulations over the Indo-Pacific warm pool are723

largely driven by the ocean-land contrast; the Asian summer monsoon. Reproducibil-724

ity of the Asian summer monsoon is an important aspect in seamless modeling, because725

it has a significant impact on the representation of smaller-scale phenomena such as TCs726

(e.g., Ritchie & Holland, 1997; Yoshida & Ishikawa, 2013; Yamada et al., 2019), which727

are expected to be captured well in k-scale simulations. Here we compare how the sim-728

ulated Asian summer monsoon changes depending on the model settings.729

Figures 14a and 14b show the precipitation and 850-hPa wind distributions aver-730

aged from June to September (JJAS) for the JRA55/TRMM-3B42 and REF run, respec-731

tively. As inferred from the annual-mean precipitation (Figure 5b), the REF run suffers732

from the excess of precipitation over the Indian Ocean and the resultant misrepresen-733

tation of the zonal contrast of precipitation in the Indo-Pacific region. Related to this,734

the simulated monsoonal westerlies stemming from the Somali jet barely extend to the735

western Pacific.736

The aforementioned bias is reduced in several sensitivity experiments. Figures 14c–737

f present the difference of precipitation, 850-hPa winds, and column-integrated water va-738

por during JJAS from the REF run. In both MJO and NEW2 runs (Figures 14c and 14d),739
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Figure 14. (a, b) Horizontal maps of precipitation (shading) and 850-hPa horizontal and

zonal winds (vectors and contours; m s−1) averaged from June to September (JJAS) for the (a)

JRA55 reanalysis and TRMM-3B42 rainfall product and (b) REF run. Contour interval is 4 m

s−1, with negative and zero contours omitted. (c–f) As in (a and b), but for the difference of

precipitation (shading), 850-hPa horizontal winds (vectors), and column-integrated water vapor

(black contours) from the REF run for the (c) MJO, (d) NEW2, (e) NEW2-LEO, and (f) NEW-

MP runs. Contours for zonal wind velocities of 4 m s−1 are also plotted for the REF (blue) and

each run (red). Black contour interval is 2.5 kg m−2, with negative and zero contours omitted.
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Figure 15. Time-latitude diagrams of OLR averaged in 130◦–150◦E (shading) and TC genesis

points within that longitudinal band (red cross) for the (a) observation and (b) REF, (c) MJO,

and (d) NEW2 runs.

the western Pacific region has more water vapor and precipitation, and the monsoonal740

flows including the Somali jet become stronger and blow into the western Pacific. This741

tendency is slightly weaker for the NEW2 run than the MJO run. Decomposing the up-742

dates of turbulent diffusion and cloud microphysics by the NEW2-LEO and NEW-MP743

runs (Figures 14e and 14f), we find that microphysics retuning dominates the better rep-744

resentation of the Asian summer monsoon. Interestingly, a comparison of NEW2 and745

NEW-MP runs suggests that turbulent diffusion in the NEW2 run weakens the exten-746

sion of the monsoon, contrary to the result in the NEW2-LEO run. This nonlinear be-747

havior probably comes from the difference in precipitation depending on microphysics748

settings. Because the lack of precipitation over the western Pacific in the REF run is re-749

solved by the NEW-MP run, turbulent diffusion added to the NEW-MP run works to750

mitigate abundant precipitation there, as described in Section 4.2. Note that the ver-751

tical resolution enhancement can further promote the bias reduction associated with the752

above two model updates (not shown).753

In addition to the Asian summer monsoon, the boreal-summer MJO (or Boreal Sum-754

mer Intraseasonal Oscillation; BSISO) (Yasunari, 1979; Kikuchi, 2021), which is char-755

acterized by the north-eastward propagation of large-scale convection in the Indo-Pacific756

region, is also a phenomenon important to the weather change. To evaluate its simula-757

tion skill, we present the time-latitude diagrams of OLR averaged over the western Pa-758

cific (130◦–150◦E) for the observation (Figure 15a) and sensitivity experiments (Figures759

15b–d). In Figure 15a, there are two major northward-propagating convective envelopes760

observed during June and mid-July-to-August, corresponding to the BSISO activity. In761
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accordance with this large-scale convective evolution, many TCs are generated over the762

western North Pacific (see red cross marks), consistent with the fact that the active phase763

of the BSISO strongly exerts TC genesis (e.g., Nakazawa, 1986; Liebmann et al., 1994;764

Yoshida et al., 2014). For the REF run, these observational features are not reproduced765

well, especially for the second BSISO event (Figure 15b); large-scale convective organ-766

ization is weaker, and the convective systems appear to stagnate around 10◦N rather than767

propagate northward in July and August. The weak amplitudes and/or stalling of the768

BSISO in the former NICAM simulations have already been pointed out by the several769

previous studies (Kikuchi et al., 2017; Nakano & Kikuchi, 2019; Shibuya et al., 2021).770

This preexisting bias is largely mitigated in the NEW2 run (Figure 15d); the northward-771

propagating well-organized convective envelopes by the two BSISO events and associ-772

ated TC genesis are reasonably simulated, despite some overemphasis of convective ac-773

tivities in early July. This result is as good as in the MJO run (Figure 15c), which is tuned774

for S2S-scale MJO simulations, so that the NEW2-based physics may be applicable to775

initial value problems as well as climate simulations. The improvement of BSISO sim-776

ulations may be related to the better representation of the background Asian summer777

monsoon, which should be scrutinized in the future.778

5.2.3 Tropical Cyclone Activities779

Here we evaluate TC activities simulated in the sensitivity experiments through780

a comparison with the observational best-track datasets. TCs are detected following the781

method by Nakano et al. (2015); after detecting local minima of sea level pressure (SLP)782

as TC candidates, we track them by imposing some criteria for 10-m, 850- and 200-hPa783

wind speeds, the sum of 700-, 500-, and 300-hPa temperature anomalies, and the 850-784

hPa maximum relative vorticity. If all the criteria are satisfied over at least 36 hr for a785

TC candidate, it is formally assigned as a TC.786

First, the simulated TC genesis and tracks are evaluated. Figure 16 shows the TC787

genesis points and distributions of the number of TCs passing through each 2.5◦×2.5◦788

grid box for the observation and sensitivity experiments. In Table 2, the total number789

of TCs generated in each basin is also presented. For the REF run, the number of TC790

genesis over the eastern Pacific and Indian Ocean is relatively well simulated, whereas791

they have several biases especially over the western and central Pacific region (Figures792

16a and 16b); over the western North Pacific, the TC genesis and the subsequent pas-793

sage of TCs occur much less frequently, and TCs generated over the eastern Pacific tend794

to move more westward across the date line. These biases are removed in the MJO run795

(Figure 16c); however, the total number of TC genesis greatly increases and TC activ-796

ities are overemphasized especially over the South Pacific compared to the observation797

(see also Table 2).798

The NEW2 run also follows the bias reduction found in the MJO run (Figure 16d).799

Looking at the western North Pacific, TC genesis and tracks are well organized around800

150◦E, although they are slightly to the east of the observed and MJO-run genesis points801

and tracks. Also, the number of TC genesis is comparable to the observation (Table 2).802

These improvements are consistent with eastward extension of the Asian summer mon-803

soon into the western Pacific (Figure 14d) and enhanced BSISO activities (Figure 15d).804

Furthermore, the overestimation of TC genesis in the South Pacific for the REF and MJO805

runs is largely removed. There appears, however, another bias that more and fewer TCs806

are simulated in the eastern Pacific and Atlantic, respectively.807

The eastward displacement of TC genesis over the western North Pacific for the808

NEW2 run is modified by the vertical resolution enhancement (Figure 16e), leading to809

the realistic maximum number of TC tracks just to the east of Philippine and south of810

Japan for the NEW2-L78 run. Meanwhile, the NEW2-L78 run generates much more TCs811

globally than all the other experiments, which is possibly related to the decreased static812
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Figure 16. Horizontal distributions of TC genesis points (open circle) and the number of

TCs passing through each 2.5◦ × 2.5◦ grid box (shading) for the (a) observation and (b) REF,

(c) MJO, (d) NEW2, and (e) NEW2-L78 runs. The total number of TCs simulated in each 1-yr

simulation is denoted at the upper-left corner of figures.

Table 2. Total number of TCs generated in each basin for the observation (IBTrACS) and

REF, MJO, NEW2, and NEW2-L78 runs. The targeted basins are the North Indian Ocean (NI),

western North Pacific (WP), eastern North Pacific (EP), North Atlantic (NA), South Indian

Ocean (SI), South Pacific (SP), and South Atlantic (SA).

Run name NI WP EP NA SI SP SA

IBTrACS 4 29 12 15 18 8 0

REF 9 22 12 8 20 16 4
MJO 7 28 10 8 23 24 1
NEW2 6 27 14 7 13 7 0
NEW2-L78 11 33 13 18 19 37 6
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Figure 17. (a) Scatter diagram of the central sea level pressure (SLP) versus the lifetime

maximum 10-m wind speed for TCs simulated by the REF (black dots and lines), MJO (red

dots and pink lines), NEW2 (blue dots and sky-blue lines), and NEW2-L78 runs (green dots and

dashed purple lines). Lines are the second-order polynomial fit to the data points, and the broken

gray line is for the observation. (b) Cumulative distribution of the lifetime maximum 10-m wind

speed for the observation (broken gray) and REF (black), MJO (pink), NEW2 (sky-blue), and

NEW2-L78 runs (dashed purple). The data are binned by the interval of 2 m s−1.

stability associated with a reduction of high temperature bias in the upper troposphere813

(see Figure 11g). Note that the absolute number of TC genesis is tunable by changing814

the parameters used to detect TCs, so that there is room for trying another parameter815

set for TC detection in the NEW2-L78 run, of which the environmental temperature field816

is significantly different from the other runs.817

The simulated TC intensity is also analyzed, despite a caveat of insufficient sam-818

ple sizes. Figure 17a shows a scatter plot of the central SLP and maximum sustained819

10-m wind speeds. As already confirmed by Yamada et al. (2017), the maximum wind820

speed for intense and weak TCs is underestimated and overestimated in all the sensitiv-821

ity experiments compared to the observation, respectively. Interestingly, the underes-822

timation of wind speeds except for weak TCs is more prominent in the MJO run, con-823

sistent with the case study of TC genesis in the 3.5-km mesh simulation (Nasuno et al.,824

2016). This is possibly because the tight vortex structure that can realize the large pres-825

sure gradient may not be preferred in relation to the fact that the MJO run selectively826

optimizes the MJO-scale moisture variability. Although the model improvement in the827

NEW2 and NEW2-L78 runs have few impacts on the pressure–wind relationship at least828

in this study, the vertical resolution enhancement seems to be able to simulate more in-829

tense TCs, as indicated by more green dots for maximum wind speeds of more than 45830

m s−1 (see also Figure 17b).831

Figure 17b shows the cumulative distribution of the lifetime maximum 10-m wind832

speeds. A common bias in the simulations is that the number of both weak and intense833

TCs is much smaller, and instead of it, TCs with moderate intensity are actively gen-834

erated. Among the sensitivity experiments, the NEW2 run tends to generate TCs that835

can develop to stronger intensity than the REF and MJO runs, which makes the bias836

of few weak TCs more emphasized. The vertical resolution enhancement (the NEW2-837

L78 run) can suppress this tendency, as well as preserving the feature in the NEW2 run838

of more TCs with strong intensity (e.g., more than 45 m s−1), which tends to become839

slightly closer to the observation. Although revealing the physical reasons for the depen-840

dency of the GCRM settings on TC intensity is beyond the scope of this study, it is an841

interesting topic that should be addressed in the future.842
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Figure 18. Composite diurnal cycle of 1-hourly precipitation intensity anomaly averaged in

15◦S–15◦N over (a) ocean and (b) land for the TRMM-3G68 climatology (gray dashed), and REF

(black), MJO (red), NEW2 (blue), and NEW2-L78 runs (cyan dashed).

5.2.4 Tropical Precipitation Diurnal Cycle843

First, the mean phase and amplitude of the simulated diurnal cycle of precipita-844

tion in the tropics are analyzed. Figures 18a and 18b show the composite diurnal cycle845

of observed and simulated precipitation in 15◦S–15◦N over ocean and land, respectively.846

Over ocean, the peak time of simulated precipitation is 06 local time (LT) for all the ex-847

periments, which is slightly later than the peak time in the TRMM-3G68 climatology848

(05LT). The differences in amplitude among the sensitivity experiments are small, but849

the model updates for the NEW2 run and vertical resolution enhancement appears to850

weaken the diurnal variations. This change corresponds to slight bias reduction, consid-851

ering that NICAM tends to overestimate amplitude of diurnal precipitation over open852

ocean (Sato et al., 2009; Noda et al., 2012).853

Over land areas, a systematic bias of the phase of the diurnal cycle is evident re-854

gardless of model settings in the 14-km mesh simulations (Figure 18b), consistent with855

Sato et al. (2009). While the TRMM-3G68 climatology indicates afternoon peak at 16LT,856

the peak for the simulations occurs around 20–21LT; that is, about 5 hr later than the857

observation. In addition, the timing of the precipitation minimum for the simulations858

(13–14LT) lags behind that for the observation (10LT). The larger phase difference than859

over ocean suggests that the daytime convection over land, which is characterized by the860

rapid shallow-to-deep transition, cannot be resolved by the coarse resolution mainly be-861

cause of the missed representation of the shallow moistening phase. This notion is sup-862

ported by the fact that the phase delay is slightly pronounced for the MJO run with con-863

vection triggering harder (cf. Figure 3b), and that this delayed convection triggering bias864

is drastically reduced in a 3.5-km mesh simulation (Figure A1 in Appendix A).865

Another aspect of the tropical precipitation diurnal cycle is the offshore migration866

of rainfall systems in coastal areas (e.g., Houze et al., 1981; Ichikawa & Yasunari, 2006).867

As an example of this, we focus on the phenomenon observed around Sumatra Island that868

the precipitation peak emerges near the western coast of the island in the early evening869

and then migrates away from the coast during nighttime and early morning (e.g., Mori870

et al., 2004; Yokoi et al., 2017). Figure 19 shows the composite time series of the observed871

and simulated diurnal precipitation variations along the orthogonal direction to the west-872

ern coastline of Sumatra Island. The nighttime offshore migration of precipitation can873

be captured in all the simulations (Figures 19b–e), whereas there is a common bias of874

the delayed onset of precipitation on the coastal land in comparison with the observa-875

tion (Figure 19a). The degree of this late precipitation onset is different among the sen-876

sitivity experiments; the onset (with precipitation more than 10.5 mm day−1) is most877
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Figure 19. Composite time series of 1-hourly precipitation as a function of distance from the

western coastline of Sumatra Island for the (a) TRMM-3G68 climatology, and (b) REF, (c) MJO,

(d) NEW2, and (e) NEW2-L78 runs. Negative values of distance correspond to the offshore

direction. Magenta dashed lines indicate the reference local time (18LT) for comparisons.

delayed for the MJO run (19LT; Figure 19c), and closest to the observation for the NEW2-878

L78 run (17LT; Figure 19e). The tendency similar to the MJO run was also confirmed879

in Nasuno (2021), who examined the 7-km mesh simulation of diurnal convection in the880

Maritime Continent. The better performance in the NEW2-L78 run is probably because881

increased vertical layers in the PBL can improve the representation of convection trig-882

gering.883

The amplitude of offshore migrating precipitation largely depends on the model set-884

tings. Comparing the NEW2-L78 run and the other three runs, its dependency is dif-885

ferent from that of the diurnal cycle over open ocean (Figure 18a). This feature may be886

interpreted by some mechanisms of nighttime offshore migration such as precondition-887

ing by gravity waves (e.g., Love et al., 2011; Yokoi et al., 2017) and/or gravity currents888

associated with land breeze, cold pools, and environmental flows (e.g., Houze et al., 1981;889

Mori et al., 2004). In fact, it is expected that the vertical resolution enhancement can890

simulate gravity waves and low-level flow interactions better, consistent with the most891

significant offshore migration for the NEW2-L78 run (Figure 19e). In the future work,892

it can be worth further examining detailed mechanisms.893

6 Discussion894

In this section, we discuss an interpretation of why our model updates can improve895

the representation of the ITCZ and MJO, which are the remarkable examples of the cli-896

matological mean states and weather disturbances, respectively.897
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6.1 Relation between the ITCZ and Interhemispheric Energetics898

As described in Introduction, recent studies have pointed out that how the ITCZ899

structure are determined can be interpreted by the cross-equatorial energy transport and900

atmospheric energy budget (e.g., Hwang & Frierson, 2013; Bischoff & Schneider, 2016;901

Adam et al., 2016). Following this idea, a possible reason for the mitigation of the dou-902

ble ITCZ bias in NICAM is presented. A starting point is the zonal mean column-integrated903

moist static energy balance:904

∂

∂y
〈vh〉 = 〈SW 〉+ 〈LW 〉+ SH + LH

= (SWnet↓ − LWnet↑)TOA + (SWnet↑ + LWnet↑)SFC + SH + LH︸ ︷︷ ︸
SEI

(5)

where v is meridional winds; h is moist static energy; SW and LW is shortwave and long-905

wave radiative fluxes, respectively; SH and LH is surface sensible and latent heat fluxes,906

respectively; angle brackets and overbars denote the mass-weighted column integration907

and zonal mean, respectively; and subscripts “net ↓” and “net ↑” denote net downward908

and upward fluxes, respectively. Latitudinal integration of Eq. (5) shows that the merid-909

ional energy export integrated over the atmosphere in a latitudinal band must be bal-910

anced by any net energy input into that space.911

We expect that the ITCZ observed at 8◦N is related to the cross-equatorial energy912

transport into the Southern Hemisphere, and that this southward energy transportation913

is counteracted by the double ITCZ structure. First, to confirm whether this correspon-914

dence is valid in the NICAM simulations, we examine the relation between the ITCZ and915

annual-mean meridional energy fluxes at the equator. For an index explaining the ITCZ916

structure, the tropical precipitation asymmetry index Ap (Hwang & Frierson, 2013), which917

quantifies how antisymmetric the tropical precipitation distributions are hemispherically,918

is introduced;919

Ap =
P 0◦−30◦N − P 30◦S−0◦

P 30◦S−30◦N
(6)920

where Pφ1−φ2
denotes the zonal mean precipitation averaged over the latitudinal band921

between φ1 and φ2. Figure 20a shows a scatter plot of the cross-equatorial energy flux922

at the equator and Ap among the sensitivity experiments. This plot shows a clear neg-923

ative correlation between the two, indicating that more cross-equatorial southward en-924

ergy transport corresponds to the more hemispherically asymmetry of tropical precip-925

itation (i.e., the single ITCZ). This suggests that it is possible to discuss the improve-926

ment of the ITCZ precipitation simulated in NICAM in terms of interhemispheric en-927

ergetics based on Eq. (5).928

To reveal what changes the cross-equatorial energy transport and in turn leads to929

the better ITCZ representation, we compare the distributions of the atmospheric net en-930

ergy input (NEI) among the REF, MJO, and NEW2 runs. Figure 20b shows the differ-931

ence of the annual-mean zonal mean (solid line) and hemispherical mean NEI (denoted932

at the upper-right corner) between the REF and MJO or NEW2 runs. For both the MJO933

and NEW2 runs, the less/more hemispherical mean NEI is realized in the Southern/Northern934

Hemisphere, and this interhemispheric contrast is more pronounced for the NEW2 run,935

which is consistent with the degree of the mitigation of the double ITCZ structure (Fig-936

ure 20a).937

Detailed comparisons of NEI in Figure 20b indicate that, for the MJO (NEW2) run,938

the less and more NEI averaged in the Southern and Northern Hemisphere occurs mainly939

over the tropics (the Southern Ocean) and around 30◦N, respectively. To examine what940

contributes to this feature, we decompose the NEI into the two components; the net ra-941

diative fluxes at the TOA and surface energy input (SEI in Eq. (5)), as shown in Fig-942

ures 20c and 20d, respectively. This decomposition suggests that the more NEI around943
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Figure 20. (a) Scatter diagram of the column-integrated cross-equatorial moist static en-

ergy fluxes at the equator versus the precipitation asymmetry index (Ap) for all the sensitivity

experiments. (b–d) Meridional distributions of the differences of the annual-mean zonal mean

(b) net energy input (NEI), (c) net radiative fluxes at the TOA, and (d) surface energy input

(SEI) for the MJO (red) and NEW2 (blue) runs from the REF run. In (b), Southern/Northern

hemispheric mean values are denoted at the upper-right corner of the figure. Broken lines in (c

and d) represent NEI for the MJO (orange) and NEW2 runs (cyan). Positive and negative values

indicate the input into and output from the atmosphere, respectively. (e) As in (b–d), but for the

decomposition of net radiative fluxes at the TOA; longwave and shortwave cloud radiative forcing

(solid and dashed, respectively), and clear-sky component (broken).

30◦N is caused by the enhanced SEI for both runs. Considering that the TOA radiation944

decomposition (Figure 20e) reveals the strong cloud longwave and shortwave radiative945

forcing in the opposite sense in that area, the existence of more upper clouds can increase946

SEI.947

As for the less NEI in the Southern Hemisphere, which results from the reduced948

NEI over the southern tropics (the Southern Ocean) for the MJO (NEW2) runs, the re-949

flection of more shortwave radiation by clouds is a dominant player (Figures 20c–e). In950

particular, the enhanced shortwave reflection for the NEW2 run is associated with larger951

low-cloud fraction via the retuning of the cloud microphysics parameters (not shown),952

which captures an observational aspect. The link between this tendency and the improved953

representation of the ITCZ is common to CMIP5 models (Hwang & Frierson, 2013). Mean-954

while, there is a caveat of this improvement in the NEW2 run that a formation process955

of the low clouds may not follow the observation in the NEW2 run, because of poor rep-956

resentation of supercooled liquid water in the present microphysics scheme. Thus, the957

new microphysics that has resolved this issue (e.g., Seiki & Roh, 2020) is worth being958

tested, although it also has side effects at present such as positive OLR bias (Noda et959

al., 2021).960

The above results suggest that the mitigation of the double ITCZ bias in GCRMs961

is related to the mean radiation distributions associated with the representation of both962

upper and low clouds (cf. Figures 5e–j and 10), depending on the difference and/or re-963

tuning in cloud microphysics schemes. Meanwhile, the relation between this climatolog-964

ical energetic view and a role of deep convection characteristics (see Sections 3.1 and 4)965

in the ITCZ structure is also still debatable, which should be further deepened.966
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6.2 Relation between the MJO and Mean Walker Circulation967

Recently, Suematsu et al. (2022) showed that the spontaneous MJO realization in968

a 30-yr climate simulation on NICAM tends to be disturbed with the stronger circula-969

tion of the western background Walker cell. This suggests the important relation between970

the mean atmospheric circulation and MJO activities. Following this notion, we inter-971

pret the improvement of the MJO representation for the NEW2 run in terms of a change972

in the annual-mean Walker circulation.973

Figures 21a and 21b show the annual-mean zonal/vertical winds averaged in 10◦S–974

10◦N for the JRA55 reanalysis and their differences from JRA55 for the REF run, re-975

spectively. Compared to the reanalysis, the upward branch simulated in the REF run976

is elongated more eastward to the Pacific, and is enhanced in the western Indian Ocean.977

Related to this, the upper-level (200–100 hPa) easterlies are strengthened in the whole978

region of the warm pool (30◦E–180◦) corresponding to the western Walker cell area. This979

background is unfavorable for the MJO realization (cf. Figures 13b and 15b).980

In Figures 21c and 21d, the differences of the annual-mean Walker circulation be-981

tween the REF and MJO or NEW2 runs are presented. The bias of the eastward elon-982

gation of the upward branch for the REF run is reduced in both the MJO and NEW2983

runs, as expected from the precipitation distributions (Figures 5c, 8d, and 8f). Mean-984

while, vertical motions and upper-level zonal winds in 60◦E–180◦ are differently mod-985

ified between the MJO and NEW2 runs. For the NEW2 run, an area of mainly enhanced986

upward motions is narrower than the MJO run (120◦–165◦E versus 105◦–165◦E); a zonal987

peak of them is displaced farther eastward; and upward motions in the Indian Ocean are988

suppressed more. As a result, the NEW2 run can counteract the upper-level easterly bias989

over the warm pool for the REF run, except for around the Maritime Continent, by more990

anomalous upper-level westerlies in 60◦–90◦E and 150◦E–180◦ than the MJO run. This991

result supports the idea of Suematsu et al. (2022), in that the overall suppressed west-992

ern Walker cell induced by the NEW2-run setting is actually in conjunction with the ro-993

bust MJO reproduction away from initial value problems (cf. Figure 13d).994

7 Summary and Concluding Remarks995

Toward the achievement of a reliable k-scale climate simulation, our final goal is996

to obtain a model setting of k-scale NICAM that can attain the realistic seamless rep-997

resentation of equilibrium states and variabilities over a wide range of spatio-temporal998

scales. Considering that there are some systematic errors irrespective of horizontal res-999

olutions of O(1–10)-km scale, we are aimed at mitigating the known biases of both the1000

climatological mean states and weather disturbances in 14-km mesh simulations. For this1001

purpose, using a series of 1-yr sensitivity experiments, we have reconsidered the mod-1002

eled moist processes (e.g., cloud microphysics, turbulent diffusion) and vertical resolu-1003

tions, and comprehensively examined its impacts on the moisture–convection relation1004

and simulated fields. In improving the model, we refer to the two representative settings1005

in the present NICAM: the HighResMIP-tuned (Kodama et al., 2021) and MJO-tuned1006

setting (Suematsu et al., 2021), which prioritizes the radiation balance in climate sim-1007

ulations and the realistic MJO reproduction in S2S-scale simulations, respectively.1008

The comparisons of the simulations with the HighResMIP-tuned (REF run) and1009

MJO-tuned settings (MJO run) suggest that the moisture–convection relation largely1010

differs from each other; for the MJO run, deep convection is harder to be triggered and1011

mid-tropospheric moistening after deep convection triggering is more efficient (Figure1012

3b). This modification is induced by the increased static stability around the PBL, melt-1013

ing layer, and 300 hPa due to the changes in heating profiles via tuning that sets falling1014

speeds of rain and snow to be slower (Figures 3c and 4b). Related to these differences,1015

the REF and MJO runs have both good points and severe biases in the annual-mean states1016
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Figure 21. (a) Zonal-height section of the annual-mean equatorial (10◦S–10◦N) vertical winds

(shading) and zonal winds (contours) for the JRA55 reanalysis. Contour interval is 1.5 m s−1,

with negative (zero) contours dashed (thickened). (b) As in (a), but for their differences for the

REF run from JRA55. Contour interval is 1 m s−1, with negative (zero) contours dashed (thick-

ened). (c, d) As in (b), but for their differences for the (c) MJO and (d) NEW2 runs from the

REF run.

and disturbances. While the mean precipitation distributions are better for the MJO run1017

in terms of the non-prominent double ITCZ bias (Figures 5a–d), the bias of the mean1018

radiation balance is greatly suppressed for the REF run (Figures 5e–i). As for the rep-1019

resentation of tropical disturbances, the gravity-wave and rotational moisture-coupled1020

modes are biasedly preferred for the REF and MJO runs, respectively (Figure 6).1021

To incorporate good performances alone in the REF and MJO runs, we strive to1022

revise the moisture–convection relation to be intermediate between those two runs. In1023

this strategy, we have updated the model through the following three points; 1) the re-1024

tuning of the cloud microphysics parameters, 2) the implementation of turbulent diffu-1025

sion by Leonard and cross terms, and 3) the vertical resolution enhancement. For the1026

first point, we set falling speeds of rain and snow to be intermediate between the REF1027

and MJO runs (Figure 7a) and newly introduce the effect of cloud ice falling. This re-1028

vision attains the moisture–convection relation that is similar to that for the MJO run1029

and reasonably tuned in amplitude (Figure 7e), while restraining too much decrease in1030

OLR. The second update can diffuse water vapor, cloud water, and cloud ice effectively1031

in the vicinity of deep convective cores (Figure 8a), which promotes mid-tropospheric1032

moisture detrainment and suppresses excessively strong precipitation (Figures 8b–f). Lastly,1033

the increased vertical resolutions slightly abbreviate the PBL-to-mid-level moistening1034

reinforced by the first and second updates.1035

The model updates have succeeded in reducing various kinds of the biases recog-1036

nized in the NICAM HighResMIP climate simulation. The double ITCZ structure al-1037

most disappears, and the seasonal march of precipitation over the tropical Pacific is also1038

represented more realistically (Figure 9). Although the model updates without the ver-1039

tical resolution enhancement leads to the intermediate bias of the annual-mean radia-1040
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tion fields between the REF and MJO runs (Figures 10a, 10b, 10e, and 10f), they can1041

reduce the high temperature bias in the tropical upper troposphere and the poleward1042

shift and/or stronger amplitude of the mid-latitude tropospheric westerly jets (Figure1043

11). In addition to this, an increase in vertical layers drastically improves the represen-1044

tation of the annual-mean OLR fields and zonal mean temperature and circulations (Fig-1045

ures 10c, 11g, and 11h), mainly because of the better simulation of upper clouds (Seiki1046

et al., 2015).1047

The simulation skills of the weather disturbances have also been improved. Both1048

the gravity-wave and rotational moisture-coupled modes are simulated in a good balance1049

(Figure 12), and the quasi-periodic MJO propagation is spontaneously reproduced in bo-1050

real winter (Figure 13). The penetration of the Asian summer monsoon into the west-1051

ern Pacific is represented better (Figure 14), and the northward propagation of BSISO1052

events is realistically simulated (Figure 15). The improvement of these boreal-summer1053

phenomena reasonably reduces the bias of few TCs that are generated and pass over the1054

western Pacific (Figure 16). Furthermore, despite a few impacts of the model updates1055

on the TC intensity, the pressure–wind relationship becomes slightly closer to the ob-1056

servation, and more intense TCs with maximum 10-m wind speeds more than 45 m s−11057

can be generated (Figure 17). Meanwhile, the representation of the diurnal cycle of trop-1058

ical precipitation does not depend on the model settings significantly, although the re-1059

vised moist physics and vertical resolution enhancement faintly improves convection trig-1060

gering over land (Figures 18 and 19).1061

Because this study is on the premise of the simulations at 14-km horizontal mesh,1062

it is a matter of course that there remain large biases, especially in the climatological1063

mean OSR fields, TC intensity, and the diurnal cycle of precipitation. To address these1064

problems, we not only need higher horizontal/vertical resolutions but also should fur-1065

ther consider how the interaction between the PBL and free troposphere and free-tropospheric1066

subgrid-scale turbulent diffusion is modeled in k-scale simulations. In addition, it is non-1067

trivial whether the model setting appropriate for a 14-km horizontal resolution is still1068

applicable to k-scale simulations. In fact, for the better performance of a climate sim-1069

ulation with the 3.5-km mesh NICAM, which is now ongoing, we have slightly changed1070

the model setting obtained from this study. While we have confirmed that the horizon-1071

tal resolution refinement and model setting revisions improve precipitation fields (see Ap-1072

pendix A for diurnal variations), how we should systematically deal with the resolution1073

dependency in GCRMs is still a challenging topic toward the future model improvement.1074

Appendix A Precipitation Diurnal Cycle in a K-scale Simulation1075

As an example of a drastically good impact of k-scale simulations, we focus on the1076

resolution dependency on the representation of the precipitation diurnal cycle. We con-1077

ducted a 1-yr simulation at 3.5-km mesh, following the same protocol as in this study.1078

The model setting used for the 3.5-km-mesh simulation is slightly different from the model1079

physics for the NEW2-L78 run; the value of Kf is set to 1.0, and the autoconversion rate1080

from cloud ice to snow is increased. The latter is required for achieving the better ra-1081

diation balance at 3.5-km mesh.1082

Figure A1 compares the composite diurnal cycle of the offshore migration of pre-1083

cipitation systems around the western coastal region of Sumatra Island between 14-km1084

(NEW2-L78 run; Figure A1a) and 3.5-km simulations (Figure A1b). In the 3.5-km mesh1085

run, the delayed convection triggering bias over coastal land is drastically mitigated, and1086

more organization of precipitation during its offshore migration are simulated well. In1087

addition, inland-propagating precipitation systems in 15–24LT are simulated robustly.1088

These characteristics are very close to the observed behavior (Figure 19a), which sug-1089

gests that the realistic representation of the precipitation diurnal cycle certainly requires1090

k-scale atmospheric modeling.1091
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Figure A1. (a) The same as Figure 19e. (b) The same as (a), but for the 3.5-km mesh simu-

lation under the new setting based on this study.

Appendix B Open Research1092

The JRA-55 (Japanese 55-year Reanalysis Project) data are available at https://1093

jra.kishou.go.jp/JRA-55/index en.html#usage. The CERES-EBAF can be down-1094

loaded from https://ceres.larc.nasa.gov/data/. The GPCP product can be obtained1095

from https://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds728.7/ if registered. The TRMM-3B42 data1096

are provided by https://disc2.gesdisc.eosdis.nasa.gov/data/TRMM L3/TRMM 3B421097

.7/. The hourly climatology of the TRMM-3G68 product is available at https://www1098

.sci.hokudai.ac.jp/~minobe/data by minobe/TRMM3G68 diurnal clim/. The IBTrACS1099

data can be obtained from https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/data/international-best1100

-track-archive-for-climate-stewardship-ibtracs/v04r00/access/csv/. The NICAM1101

simulation data used in this work are available at https://figshare.com/articles/1102

dataset/Data for Takasuka etal 2023 JAMES/22214608. All figures are created by NCAR1103

Command Language (NCL) version 6.6.2, which can be installed via https://www.ncl1104

.ucar.edu/current release.shtml.1105
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Abstract21

Toward the achievement of reliable global kilometer-scale (k-scale) climate simulations,22

we improve the Nonhydrostatic ICosaherdral Atmospheric Model (NICAM) by focus-23

ing on moist physical processes. A goal of the model improvement is to establish a con-24

figuration that can simulate realistic fields seamlessly from the daily-scale variability to25

the climatological statistics. Referring to the two representative configurations of the present26

NICAM, of which each has been used for climate-scale and sub-seasonal-scale experiments,27

we try to find the appropriate partitioning of fast/local and slow/global-scale circula-28

tions. In a series of sensitivity experiments at 14-km horizontal mesh, (1) the tuning of29

terminal velocities of rain, snow, and cloud ice, (2) the implementation of turbulent dif-30

fusion by the Leonard term, and (3) enhanced vertical resolution are tested. These tests31

yield reasonable convection triggering and convection-induced tropospheric moistening,32

and result in better performance than in previous NICAM climate simulations. In the33

mean state, double Intertropical Convergence Zone bias disappears, and the zonal con-34

trast of equatorial precipitation, top-of-atmosphere radiation balance, vertical temper-35

ature profile, and position/strength of subtropical jet are dramatically better reproduced.36

Variability such as equatorial waves and the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) is spon-37

taneously realized with appropriate spectral power balance, and the Asian summer mon-38

soon, boreal-summer MJO, and tropical cyclone (TC) activities are more realistically sim-39

ulated especially around the western Pacific. Meanwhile, biases still exist in the repre-40

sentation of low-cloud fraction, TC intensity, and precipitation diurnal cycle, suggest-41

ing that both finer spatial resolutions and the further model development are warranted.42

Plain Language Summary43

In the near future, increasing computational power will make it possible to perform44

a global kilometer-scale “cloud-resolving” model (GCRM) simulation on the climate time45

scale, which is expected to reduce the uncertainty of cloud-related processes in the cli-46

mate system. In this sense, it is important to make GCRMs more reliable tools in the47

evaluation and prediction of the variabilities over a wide range of spatio-temporal scales.48

With this perspective, we improve a Japanese GCRM, the Nonhydrostatic Atmospheric49

Icosahedral Model (NICAM), to achieve the realistic representation of both weather phe-50

nomena and climatological features in long-term simulations. We revise the NICAM by51

the reconsideration of cloud microphysics properties, the implementation of diffusion pro-52

cesses around strong convection cores, and increased vertical layers. These revisions lead53

to the substantial improvements in the climatological mean precipitation distributions,54

radiative energy balance at the top of the atmosphere, westerly jets in the mid-latitude,55

and temperature fields. We also find that weather phenomena such as the Asian sum-56

mer monsoon and tropical cyclone (TC) genesis are simulated more realistically. We ex-57

pect that, in addition to the above model improvements, kilometer-scale horizontal res-58

olutions can resolve a part of remained issues of the representation of TC intensity and59

precipitation diurnal cycle.60

1 Introduction61

In the Earth’s atmosphere, deep convection is one fundamental element for phe-62

nomena over a wide range of spatio-temporal scales. While individual deep convective63

clouds have O(1)-km spatial scale and short lifetime (within a few hours), they play a64

significant role in redistributing heat, water, and momentum and exciting atmospheric65

waves and thus are tightly coupled with the global atmospheric circulation driven by la-66

tent and radiative heating and momentum transportation. Also, deep convection is of-67

ten organized at O(102–103)-km scales, as observed as mesoscale convective systems (MCSs)68

(Houze, 1993), tropical cyclones (TCs), convectively-coupled equatorial waves (Takayabu,69

1994; Kiladis et al., 2009), and the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) (Madden & Ju-70
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lian, 1971), which greatly modulate both local and global weather patterns. Hence, bet-71

ter treatment of deep convection in models is expected to help seamless representation72

from the climatological mean states to the daily-scale variability.73

Simulating deep convection explicitly without any convective parameterizations glob-74

ally is one of strategies for the more accuracy of global climate models (Tomita et al.,75

2005; Bony et al., 2015; Satoh et al., 2019; Slingo et al., 2022). Such “global convection-76

resolving model (GCRM) simulations” have become possible at kilometer-scale (k-scale)77

resolutions thanks to the recent increase in computing power, and they have succeeded78

in reproducing the variability especially at the sub-seasonal to seasonal (S2S) scale (e.g.,79

Miura, Satoh, Nasuno, et al., 2007; Miyakawa et al., 2014; Stevens et al., 2019). Using80

the Nonhydrostatic Icosahedral Atmospheric Model (NICAM) (Tomita & Satoh, 2004;81

Satoh et al., 2008) with 3.5 and 7-km resolutions, Miura, Satoh, Nasuno, et al. (2007)82

realistically simulated the eastward migration of MJO convection for about a month and83

the MJO-related TC genesis, which is a pioneering work about the month-long MJO pre-84

dictability in high-resolution NICAM (Miyakawa et al., 2014). In addition, Stevens et85

al. (2019) recently compared the 40-day simulations by nine global models at less than86

5-km grid spacing and showed that k-scale models can reasonably represent the large-87

scale circulation and TC activities at least for the sub-seasonal scale.88

Beyond the S2S scale, a O(10)-year global climate simulation with explicit treat-89

ment of deep convection (i.e., GCRM-mode climate simulation) is an important mile-90

stone in climate modeling (e.g., Kinter III et al., 2013). It has already been performed91

by Kodama et al. (2015) and Kodama et al. (2021), although they adopted 14-km grid92

spacing, at which individual cumulus systems cannot be fully resolved. In CMIP6 High-93

ResMIP simulations by NICAM (Kodama et al., 2021), the mean radiation distributions,94

which are important to the climate, can be optimized especially by the refinement of the95

cloud microphysics and radiation schemes. This success is related to the better repre-96

sentation of the amount of cloud ice and high clouds originated from explicit deep con-97

vection. In addition, GCRM-mode climate simulations may help reduce the uncertain-98

ties about the statics of TCs (Yamada et al., 2017) and cloud amounts (Chen et al., 2022)99

in various climate regimes.100

While GCRM-mode climate simulations are expected to be able to reproduce both101

realistic climatological statistics and individual weather disturbances (e.g., MJO, TCs),102

this seamless feature cannot be attained at present, at least in 14-km mesh NICAM cli-103

mate simulations. For example, the amplitude of the simulated MJO is much weaker than104

the observations (Kikuchi et al., 2017; Suematsu et al., 2022), and the simulated MJO105

tends to fail to propagate into the western Pacific (Kodama et al., 2015), which is an ex-106

aggerated “barrier effect” of the Maritime Continent as seen in many other conventional107

GCMs (e.g., Ling et al., 2019). In addition to the MJO, some TC tracks are unrealis-108

tically represented, in that TCs generated over the eastern Pacific tend to cross the date-109

line (Kodama et al., 2015). The climatological mean states have also some long-standing110

biases such as the double intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) and smaller low-cloud111

amount, especially in NICAM HighResMIP simulations (Kodama et al., 2021).112

One may expect that k-scale resolutions can solve the above issues in coarser-resolution113

climate simulations, and this notion is true in several aspects: a tendency to convergence114

of deep convective characteristics at 870-m mesh (Miyamoto et al., 2013), a realistic large-115

scale circulation in a four-month 1.4-km resolution simulation (Wedi et al., 2020), and116

the subtropical low-cloud amount close to the observation at 2.5-km mesh (Hohenegger117

et al., 2020). Wedi et al. (2020) also reported, however, that the model biases of the MJO118

or tropical precipitation are not so reduced even at 1.4-km mesh. This situation holds119

true for NICAM, as indicated by the 40-day (from June 1, 2004) mean precipitation for120

the observation (Figure 1a) and 14- and 3.5-km simulations under the HighResMIP con-121

figuration (Figures 1b and 1c). The biases of the excess and shortage of precipitation over122

the ITCZ/Indian Ocean and western North Pacific are common to both resolutions, re-123
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Figure 1. (a–c) Horizontal maps of the 40-day mean precipitation for the (a) GPCP product

and (b) 14-km and (c) 3.5-km mesh simulations under the HighResMIP setting. Zonal mean

distributions are also plotted in right panels, and in (b and c), the simulations (blue) and GPCP

(black dashed) are compared. Global mean values are denoted at the upper-right corner of fig-

ures.
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spectively. In addition, meridional splitting of the precipitation band around the date-124

line (i.e., double ITCZ structure reported in Kodama et al. (2021)) and the lack of pre-125

cipitation over the western Pacific is still found or emphasized in the 3.5-km simulation.126

That is, several severe biases can be rooted in model physics that does not depend on127

horizontal resolutions, and thus more understanding and improvement of the moist physics128

in GCRMs are needed at a given resolution.129

Irrespective of horizontal resolutions within at least O(1–10)-km scale, the fact that130

current GCRM-mode simulations suffer from reproducing several climatological and weather131

aspects suggests that the requirements for reasonable S2S-scale and climate simulations132

are different from each other in terms of the interaction among moisture, convection, and133

radiation. While the S2S scale requires an accurate local response to the moisture evo-134

lution, the climate scale requires reasonable large-scale circulations constrained by the135

global energy balance regulated by moisture and clouds maintained as populated con-136

vection. For example, the climatological ITCZ and short-term MJO representation seem137

to be affected by mean radiation distributions and/or convection properties in different138

ways. Hwang and Frierson (2013) found that more radiative energy input in the South-139

ern Hemisphere coming from smaller low-cloud fraction over the Southern Ocean can re-140

alize the double ITCZ structure, in accordance with more energy transport into the North-141

ern Hemisphere. Bacmeister et al. (2006) emphasized a role of parameterized rain reevap-142

oration in determining the ITCZ structure via the modulation of the coupling strength143

between large-scale precipitation and planetary boundary layer (PBL). As for S2S-scale144

MJO simulations, Hannah and Maloney (2014) suggested that higher entrainment as-145

sociated with cumulus convection leads to better MJO reproduction partly because of146

the higher convective sensitivity to tropospheric moisture, whereas mean state bias trade-147

offs manifest in precipitation and wind fields (e.g, Kim et al., 2009).148

In convection-resolving simulations, where cloud formation is directly coupled to149

local dynamics, the moisture–convection–radiation relation and its impact on the large-150

scale circulations are controlled by explicit cloud microphysics and turbulent diffusion,151

as well as model resolutions. In fact, Miura (2019) showed that the MJO reproducibil-152

ity in GCRMs is sensitive to cloud microphysics parameters such as the falling velocity153

of rain and snow that can affect the vertical profile of moisture and clouds. The impacts154

of microphysics are also confirmed in the TC development (Nasuno et al., 2016) and di-155

urnal convection over the Maritime Continent (Nasuno, 2021). Besides, the choice and156

parameter settings of turbulent schemes can influence the favored spatio-temporal scale157

of convective organization by changing the efficiency of the subgrid-scale horizontal/upward158

moisture transport (Miura, Satoh, Tomita, et al., 2007; Holloway et al., 2013). Further-159

more, vertical resolutions have a large impact on the amount of tropical high clouds (Seiki160

et al., 2015; Ohno et al., 2019), which truly governs the mean radiation balance.161

Given that parameter tuning and better treatment for unresolvable physical pro-162

cesses in GCRMs can determine model performance over various temporal scales, it is163

essential to consider model physics required for reproducing both realistic climatolog-164

ical statistics and weather disturbances before going into the k-scale world. Thus, in this165

study, using a series of one-year sensitivity experiment in 14-km mesh, we aim to obtain166

a model that can seamlessly and realistically reproduce atmospheric variabilities and equi-167

librium states ranging from precipitation diurnal cycle to the global circulation. Specif-168

ically, we reconsider the cloud microphysics, turbulent diffusion, and vertical resolution,169

and examine their impacts on the moisture–convection relation. Then, we provide a model170

configuration that can achieve the best possible representation of wide spatio-temporal-171

scale fields, which is in anticipation of a reliable k-scale climate simulation.172

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model, experimental de-173

sign of sensitivity experiments toward model improvement, and observational datasets174

for model evaluation. Section 3 compares the simulated fields in the two representative175

settings, one of which emphasize the better radiation distributions in climate-scale sim-176
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ulations and the other the better MJO representation in S2S-scale simulations, in terms177

of the moisture transport via deep convection, one-year mean states, and disturbances.178

Based on this comparison, Section 4 introduces the major model updates and their im-179

pacts on the moisture–convection relation. Section 5 comprehensively examines the im-180

pacts of the model updates on the mean precipitation, radiation, and large-scale circu-181

lations and disturbances such as the MJO, equatorial waves, TCs, and precipitation di-182

urnal cycle. In section 6, as examples of model improvement in the mean states and dis-183

turbances, we discuss a possible reason for the mitigation of double ITCZ and weak MJO184

biases. Summary and concluding remarks are given in Section 7.185

2 Model, Experimental Design, and Observational Datasets186

2.1 Model187

The version of NICAM used in this study is similar to that in Kodama et al. (2021),188

but with some modifications. We adopted a globally quasi-uniform 14-km horizontal mesh189

despite the fact that this resolution is far from a convection-resolving scale. This is based190

on an idea that, as mentioned in Introduction, some biases found in the previous 14-km191

mesh NICAM climate simulations (Kodama et al., 2015, 2021) can be resolution-independent192

(cf. Figure 1), and addressed by the model physics improvement that is effective com-193

monly at O(1–10)-km grid spacing. Practically, the computational costs are still too high194

to conduct many sensitivity experiments at O(1)-km resolution to test the impacts of195

changes in the model physics. As for vertical resolution, two different numbers of ver-196

tical layers are used: 38 (Kodama et al., 2015) and 78 (Ohno & Satoh, 2018) with a model197

top height of about 40 and 50 km, respectively. The model time step is basically set to198

60 and 30 seconds for the experiments with 38 and 78 vertical layers, respectively. Note199

that this time step is sometimes temporarily shortened to avoid numerical instability.200

The physics schemes are almost the same as in Kodama et al. (2021), except for201

the turbulent diffusion effect that is newly implemented in this study (see the next sub-202

section). Subgrid-scale turbulent mixing is represented by the Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-203

Niino level 2 (MYNN2) scheme (Nakanishi & Niino, 2006; Noda et al., 2010). As sug-204

gested by Ohno et al. (2020), the saturation adjustment treatment to subgrid-scale ice205

clouds in MYNN2 is turned off. The radiative transfer is calculated by Model Simula-206

tion radiation TRaNsfer code (MSTRN) X (Sekiguchi & Nakajima, 2008) with 29 ra-207

diation bands. The land surface processes are treated by the model of Minimal Advanced208

Treatments of Surface Interaction and RunOff (MATSIRO) (Takata et al., 2003). Ocean209

surface heat and momentum fluxes are computed by the Louis (1979)’s bulk formula with210

a modified roughness length for strong wind conditions (Fairall et al., 2003; Moon et al.,211

2007). The orographic gravity wave drag scheme (McFarlane, 1987) is used to represent212

momentum transport carried by vertically propagating subgrid-scale orographic grav-213

ity waves.214

Instead of cumulus parameterization and large-scale condensation schemes, two types215

of single-moment bulk cloud microphysics schemes are used, and which type to use de-216

pends on the sensitivity experiments. One is an original version of NICAM Single-Moment217

Water 6 (NSW6) developed by Tomita (2008) (denoted as T08 version), and the other218

is an updated version of T08 based on comparisons with satellite observations (Roh &219

Satoh, 2014; Roh et al., 2017) (denoted as RS14 version). Compared to T08 version, RS14220

version assumes lighter precipitation from graupel and snow, and it forms more cloud221

ice via the explicit ice nucleation and vapor deposition processes replaced from satura-222

tion adjustment (see Table 5 in Kodama et al. (2021) for the key differences). Both cloud223

microphysics schemes are consistently coupled with the radiation scheme that consid-224

ers the nonsphericity of ice particles (Seiki et al., 2014).225
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2.2 Design of Sensitivity Experiments226

To be aimed at the seamless representation of both climatological mean states and227

weather disturbances, we take the two representative settings in NICAM as a starting228

point in designing the sensitivity experiments. One is the HighResMIP-tuned setting (Kodama229

et al., 2021), which prioritizes the better radiation distributions in the climate simula-230

tions; and the other is the MJO-tuned setting (e.g., Miyakawa et al., 2014; Miura et al.,231

2015; Suematsu et al., 2021), which prioritizes the realistic MJO reproduction in the S2S-232

scale simulations. Because these two settings are specialized for the reproducibility of233

climate- or weather-scale fields, they are expected to be helpful references to obtain the234

model that is a good mix of both. The experiments that adopt the HighResMIP- and235

MJO-tuned settings are hereafter referred to as the REF and MJO runs, respectively.236

The difference between the REF and MJO runs is in cloud microphysics. First, the237

versions of the microphysics schemes that the two settings adopt are different from each238

other: RS14 and T08 versions for the REF and MJO runs, respectively. In addition to239

this, a decisive difference is that the terminal velocities of rain and snow are set to much240

smaller values in the MJO run than the REF run. As shown in Table 1, the MJO-run241

setting applies the smaller coefficients c[r,s] in the terminal velocities vt[r,s],242

vt[r,s] = c[r,s]D
d[r,s] × f(ρ, ρ0) (1)243

where subscripts r and s denote rain and snow, respectively; D is the particle diameter;244

d is the empirical coefficient depending on the particle shape (here dr = 0.5, ds = 0.25);245

and f(ρ, ρ0) represents a function of the density and density at ground level. This dif-246

ference has a large influence on how moisture is accumulated and consumed before and247

after deep convection triggering, as discussed in Section 3.1.248

We note how reasonable a tuned c[r,s] is in terms of actual cloud microphysics prop-249

erties. This question is validated by the relation between c[r,s] and the diameters of rain250

and snow that are emphasized in their growth and falling (e.g., Gunn & Kinzer, 1949;251

Rogers et al., 1993). For example, the REF run (cr = 130.0, cs = 4.84) assumes fit-252

ting suitable for Dr ∼ 1 mm and Ds ∼ 500 µm. Considering that Dr is typically 0.5–253

2 mm in deep convection (Huang & Chen, 2019) and that Ds is estimated as 100–200254

µm (Seiki & Ohno, 2023), the REF run expects reasonable raindrop size and much larger255

snow than the reference. Meanwhile, the MJO run focuses on Dr ∼ 200 µm and Ds ∼256

60 µm in vt[r,s] fitting, indicating that slow terminal velocities of rain and snow are re-257

alized by underestimation of their assumed sizes.258

A comparison between the REF and MJO runs motivates us to revise a microphysics259

setting, and we conduct an experiment with this revision (NEW-MP run; see Table 1).260

Revisions of the microphysics setting is that, under RS14 version, the terminal veloci-261

ties of rain and snow are retuned (i.e., retuning of c[r,s]), and that cloud ice falling at 10262

cm s−1 (typical value for small ice particles with less than 100 µm of particle size; see263

Figure 1 in Seiki and Ohno (2023)) is introduced. A basis of the microphysics retuning264

in terms of moisture–convection relation and its impacts are described in Section 4.1. Note265

that retuned c[r,s] correspond to vt[r,s] fitting around Dr ∼ 500 µm and Ds ∼ 120 µm,266

so that they are reasonable even from the perspective of actual microphysics properties.267

In another series of the sensitivity experiments, we examine the impacts of the tur-268

bulent diffusion by eddies that are around model-grid scales. This effect is newly imple-269

mented into NICAM in this study, because Moeng et al. (2010) suggests that the con-270

ventional subgrid-scale turbulence schemes alone cannot represent all the turbulent fluxes271

in simulations at typical grid spacings of GCRMs (about 10 km and less). Following Germano272

(1986), we consider the scalar turbulent fluxes at model unresolvable scales (τvc):273

τvc = ṽc− ṽc̃
= ( ˜̃vc̃− ˜̃v˜̃c) + (˜̃vc′ + ṽ′c̃− ˜̃vc̃′ − ṽ′˜̃c) + (ṽ′c′ − ṽ′c̃′) (2)
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Table 1. List of sensitivity experiments and their settings for cloud microphysics (second to

forth column), turbulent diffusion by Leonard/cross terms (fifth column), and vertical layers

(sixth column).

Run name Microphysics Leonard term Vert. layers
(Version) (cr, cs) (cloud ice falling speeds)

REF RS14 (130.0, 4.84) N/A N/A 38
MJO T08 (55.0, 0.80) N/A N/A 38

NEW-MP RS14 (90.0, 2.00) 10 cm s−1 N/A 38
NEW1-LEO RS14 (130.0, 4.84) N/A Kf = 1.0 38
NEW2-LEO RS14 (130.0, 4.84) N/A Kf = 2.0 38
NEW1 RS14 (90.0, 2.00) 10 cm s−1 Kf = 1.0 38
NEW2 RS14 (90.0, 2.00) 10 cm s−1 Kf = 2.0 38

NEW2-L78 RS14 (90.0, 2.00) 10 cm s−1 Kf = 2.0 78

where v is horizontal or vertical wind velocity; c is any scalars; and x̃ and x′ denote any274

quantities “x” filtered for model-grid scales and the deviations from them (i.e., x−x̃),275

respectively. In Eq. (2), the turbulent diffusion that we additionally treat corresponds276

to the first and second terms, called the Leonard term (Germano, 1986; Leonard, 1975)277

and cross term, respectively. Referring to the derivation in Moeng et al. (2010), we im-278

plement the scalar vertical and horizontal turbulent fluxes from these two terms as fol-279

lows:280

τ∗wc = Kf

(
∆2

12

)
∇hw̃ · ∇hc̃ (3)

τ∗vhc = Kf

(
∆2

12

)
∇hṽh · ∇hc̃ (4)

where ∆ is the horizontal grid spacing; w is vertical velocity; vh is any components of281

the horizontal wind vector; ∇h is the horizontal gradient operator; and Kf is the tun-282

ing parameter that control the rate of contribution from the cross term, which cannot283

be represented by the model grid variables. The Leonard term strictly corresponds to284

the case of Kf = 1.0. Because the cross-term contribution is estimated to be at most285

equal to the Leonard-term contribution by large-eddy simulations (Moeng et al., 2010),286

Kf = 2.0 is also possible in case of consideration of both the Leonard and cross terms.287

Taking into account the above background and large impacts of moist turbulent288

diffusion processes on precipitation-related fields, we treat τ∗wc and τ∗vhc for some of wa-289

ter tracers (moisture, cloud water, and cloud ice) in case of Kf = 1.0 and Kf = 2.0290

under the settings for the REF run (NEW1-LEO and NEW2-LEO runs, respectively)291

and NEW-MP run (NEW1 and NEW2 runs, respectively). The impacts of this treat-292

ment are described in Section 4.2. Note that we do not consider the diffusion for snow,293

graupel, and rain because of relatively fast falling droplets, and that the horizontal gra-294

dient in Eqs. (3) and (4) is evaluated on the terrain-following coordinate. As for the lat-295

ter, it would be better to change this evaluation to that on the local cartesian coordi-296

nate in the future model development.297

While the 38 vertical layers are basically adopted in this study, we also test the im-298

pacts of the vertical resolution enhancement by using the 78 layers. The 78-layer ver-299

tical coordinate has 400-m thickness in the upper troposphere, which can improve the300

radiation and circulation fields and TC activities through better representation of cir-301

rus clouds (Seiki et al., 2015) and dynamical processes near cloud tops (Ohno & Satoh,302
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2015). In addition, the lowest layer in the 78-layer coordinate is thinner than the 38-layer303

coordinate (33 m versus 80 m), so that we expect more precise diagnostics of near-surface304

variables and PBL physics. An experiment with this vertical resolution enhancement is305

conducted under the settings for the NEW2 run (NEW2-L78 run).306

Settings of the sensitivity experiments in this study are summarized in Table 1. Fol-307

lowing Kodama et al. (2021), all the simulations are started on June 1, 2004, and inte-308

grated for 1 year. The initial atmospheric condition is obtained from the ERA-20C re-309

analysis (Poli et al., 2016), and the oceanic state is initialized by HadISST 2.2.0.0 (Kennedy310

et al., 2017). The sea surface temperature is predicted by a mixed-layer slab ocean model311

with its depth of 15 m, and simultaneously nudged to the observation (HadISST 2.2.0.0)312

with a relaxation time of 7 days. The initial land condition is the monthly mean clima-313

tology of the NICAM simulation with a 220-km mesh, as was used for the HighResMIP314

simulations (Kodama et al., 2021).315

2.3 Observational Datasets316

For the model validation in the sensitivity experiments, we use the following datasets:317

1. Daily and monthly mean winds and temperature from the Japanese 55-year Re-318

analysis Project (JRA-55) (Kobayashi et al., 2015) are used to evaluate the at-319

mospheric circulations. Their horizontal resolution is 1.25◦×1.25◦, and they cover320

29 vertical layers from 1000 to 50 hPa.321

2. Monthly mean radiation fields at the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) and surface from322

the Clouds and Earth’s Radiant Energy Systems (CERES) Energy Balanced and323

Filled (EBAF) TOA/SFC Edition 2.8 product (Loeb et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2011;324

Kato et al., 2013) are used to evaluate the mean radiation balance and energy trans-325

portation. The horizontal resolution of this product is 1.0◦ × 1.0◦.326

3. Daily and monthly mean rainfall from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project327

(GPCP) version 1.3 (Adler et al., 2003; Huffman et al., 2001) is used to evaluate328

the global precipitation fields. The horizontal resolution of this dataset is 1.0◦×329

1.0◦.330

4. Daily and monthly mean rainfall from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission331

(TRMM) 3B42 version 7 (Huffman et al., 2007, 2012) is used to analyze the trop-332

ical precipitation fields. For direct comparison, the data is interpolated from its333

original horizontal resolution (0.25◦ × 0.25◦) to the GPCP 1.0◦ × 1.0◦ grids.334

5. The hourly climatology of the TRMM-3G68 dataset is used to evaluate the pre-335

cipitation diurnal cycle in the tropics. This climatology is provided by Minobe et336

al. (2020), who explained the method how to produce it. A merit of the use of the337

TRMM-3G68 product is that the artificial phase delay of TRMM-3B42 can be avoided338

by no infrared-based estimation (e.g., Kikuchi & Wang, 2008). This data is inter-339

polated into the 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ girds.340

6. Best-track datasets compiled by the International BestTrack Archive for Climate341

Stewardship (IBTrACS) (Knapp et al., 2011) are used to evaluate simulated TC342

intensity, genesis, and tracks. The limitations of these datasets are briefly described343

in Yamada et al. (2017).344

All the data except for the TRMM-3G68 hourly climatology directly cover the sim-345

ulation period. Because the raw data of TRMM-3G68 is not available online, we sub-346

stitute its hourly climatology, which is opened to assess the observed statistics of trop-347

ical precipitation diurnal cycle (Minobe et al., 2020). Upon comparing the observations348

and the results of the sensitivity experiments, the model data are interpolated to the same349

spatio-temporal resolutions as for the targeted observational data.350
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3 Comparison of the Two Representative Simulations: HighResMIP-351

tuned versus MJO-tuned Settings352

In this section, we compare the REF and MJO runs, which are specialized for the353

better representation of either the climatological mean radiation distributions or S2S-354

scale MJO behavior. We examine the difference in deep convection characteristics and355

their relation with the moisture evolution, and then compare the several simulated 1-356

yr mean fields and disturbances to set the direction toward model improvement.357

3.1 Deep Convection Characteristics358

We first detect deep convective cores in the tropics for the REF and MJO runs us-359

ing 6-hourly and 1.25◦-grid snapshots. For detection of deep convective cores, the two360

simple criteria are imposed over 20◦S–20◦N: 1) vertical velocities at 700 hPa (w700) have361

local maximum with more than 0.2 m/s, and 2) both cloud water and cloud ice contents362

integrated over the 1000–100 hPa layer are non-zero. These cores correspond to MCSs363

or cloud clusters in the real atmosphere (Houze, 1993).364

Figures 2a and 2b show an example of detected deep convective cores in the REF365

and MJO runs, respectively. In both runs, pairs of upward and downward motions are366

realized in large-scale convective envelopes, and as indicated by green circles, convective367

cores are reasonably detected within the envelopes. A comparison of the frequency of368

w700 over 20◦S–20◦N (Figure 2c) suggests that a threshold of 0.2 m/s for w700 captures369

sufficiently strong convection in both runs, although the MJO run has slightly less fre-370

quency of w700 more than 0.2 m/s.371

In Figures 2d and 2e, the distributions of the number of convective cores in the 1-372

yr simulations are significantly different from each other. For the REF run, more deep373

convection is activated especially in the ITCZ and the South Pacific convergence zone,374

which results in the meridional splitting of active convective areas over the equatorial375

Pacific (Figure 2d). For the MJO run, this feature is not confirmed, and the total num-376

ber of convective cores is much smaller (Figure 2e). These results imply that, for the HighResMIP-377

tuned setting, deep convection becomes stronger in response to the environmental desta-378

bilization, and that the time scale of the convective life cycle may be shorter, as implied379

by Nasuno (2021).380

The above differences in the two runs are related to how different the relation be-381

tween individual deep convection and moisture accumulation/detrainment is from each382

other. To understand this, we next compare the moisture evolution associated with deep383

convection triggering. In Figures 3a and 3b, we examine the lagged-composite time-height384

evolution of specific humidity anomalies for the REF and MJO runs, respectively. The385

anomalies are defined as deviations from the 96-hr mean before and after deep convec-386

tion triggering (t = 0 hr). While the shallow-to-deep convection transition is found in387

both runs, the moisture–convection relation is clearly different between the two. For the388

MJO run (Figure 3b), more moisture tends to be confined to the PBL until deep con-389

vection triggering, and free-tropospheric preconditioning takes longer time. Also, the MJO390

run allows more enhanced and continuous mid-to-upper tropospheric moistening after391

deep convection, in conjunction with stronger PBL drying. These behaviors are certainly392

favorable for good MJO simulations (e.g., Hannah & Maloney, 2011; Hirons et al., 2013;393

Klingaman & Woolnough, 2014; Nasuno, 2021).394

The modified moisture–convection relation in the MJO run is physically related to395

the change in the vertical profile of the atmospheric static stability. Figure 3c shows the396

difference in the raw vertical temperature gradient (∂T/∂p) before t = 0 hr from that397

for the REF run. For the MJO run, the slower shallow-to-deep convection transition and398

more mid-to-upper tropospheric moisture detrainment are associated with the increased399
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Figure 2. (a, b) Snapshots of vertical wind velocities at 700 hPa (shading and contours for

0.2 m s−1) and OLR less than 200 W m−2 (hatching) at 00UTC, January 25, 2005 for the (a)

REF and (b) MJO runs. Green open circles represent detected deep convective cores. (c) Fre-

quency distributions of 6-hourly vertical wind velocities at 700 hPa in 20◦S–20◦N for the REF

(black) and MJO (red) runs. (d, e) Horizontal maps of the number of detected deep convective

cores for the (d) REF and (e) MJO runs. Total number of deep convective cores are denoted at

the upper-right corner of the figures.
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Figure 3. (a) Time-height section of lagged-composite specific humidity anomalies (g kg−1)

during the 96-hr evolution of deep convective cores for the REF run. The reference time for com-

posite (t = 0 hr) is when deep convective cores are detected, and the anomalies are defined as

deviations from the ±48-hr mean. Thick contours denote zero values. (b) The same as (a) but

for the MJO run (contours) and its difference from that for the REF run (shading). Contour in-

terval is 0.25 g kg−1, with negative (zero) contours dashed (thickened). (c) Vertical profile of the

difference in composite ∂T/∂p from −48 to 0 hrs for the MJO run from that for the REF run.

static stability (a negative ∂T/∂p difference) in the PBL and around 600/300 hPa, re-400

spectively.401

The cloud microphysics-related static stability change, which can alter the moisture–402

convection relation, is interpreted from the difference in the heating profile affected by403

vertical distributions of the water substances. Figure 4a shows the vertical profile of tropical-404

mean diabatic heating from microphysics and radiation processes for the REF run, and405

Figure 4b shows its difference as the MJO run minus REF run. First, microphysics pro-406

cesses for the MJO run induce more cooling in the PBL, consistent with the increased407

static stability there. As inferred from vertical profiles of tropical-mean water substances408

(Figures 4c–4e), this change is caused by more rain evaporation in the PBL (indicated409

by the loss of rain near the surface). Secondly, despite more mid-tropospheric heating410

for the MJO run, the vertical gradient of heating around the freezing level (600–500 hPa)411

is slightly larger than for the REF run (Figure 4b). This reflects more ice (mainly grau-412

pel) condensation and melting in the mid-troposphere (Figure 4e), which can explain the413

robust stable layer. These features are rooted in both the use of T08-version microphysics414

and slower terminal velocity of rain for the MJO run; T08 version tends to produce more415

graupel and rain melting from graupel, and the resulting increased raindrops are further416

evaporated more easily by slower rain falling. Although, for the MJO run, drier anoma-417

lies near the surface after deep convection triggering (Figure 3b) seems to be contradict418

to rain evaporation, they result from strong evaporative cooling, and relative humidity419

is higher there (not shown).420

In addition, the MJO run has more radiative heating around 250 hPa probably be-421

cause of more snow peaked at 200 hPa (Figures 4d and 4e), which presumably makes422
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Figure 4. (a) Vertical profiles of the annual-mean tropical mean (20◦S–20◦N) diabatic heating

from cloud microphysics (orange) and radiation processes (blue) and their sum (gray dashed) for

the REF run. (b) As in (a), but for the differences between REF and MJO runs (MJO minus

REF). (c–e) Vertical profiles of the annual-mean tropical mean mass concentration of water sub-

stances for the (c) REF and (d) MJO runs and (e) the difference between the two (MJO minus

REF): water vapor (divided by 103 for (c and d) and 104 for (e); black), rain (purple), cloud

water (green), snow (cyan), graupel (blue), and cloud ice (red).
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the more stable stratification around 300 hPa (Figure 3c). This is realized by T08-version423

microphysics, which produces snow at the higher level than in the REF run, and the en-424

hanced snow production due to tuning that sets the terminal velocity of snow to be slower.425

To summarize, the differences in cloud microphysics properties can introduce the426

diversity of the moisture–convection relation through the changes in the heating profile427

affecting the static stability. Specifically, as a result of slower rain and snow falling, deep428

convection in the MJO run is harder to be triggered, and it contributes to more mois-429

ture storage in the mid-troposphere. This makes the tropical troposphere moister for the430

MJO run on average (Figure 4e).431

3.2 Simulated Climatological Mean States and Weather Disturbances432

In consideration of deep convection characteristics for the REF and MJO runs, we433

interpret climatological mean states and weather disturbances simulated in those runs.434

First, the annual-mean precipitation for GPCP and the REF and MJO runs are com-435

pared (Figures 5a–5c). Both simulations have a common feature of much stronger pre-436

cipitation especially over the western Pacific and ITCZ than GPCP. There are two no-437

table differences in precipitation distributions (see also Figure 5d). One is that the pre-438

cipitation band around the date line in the Southern Hemisphere extends farther east-439

ward for the REF run, which corresponds to the double ITCZ-like bias in the NICAM440

HighResMIP simulation (Kodama et al., 2021). The other is that tropical precipitation441

in the MJO run is more abundant around the Maritime Continent, as in GPCP. No dou-442

ble ITCZ and the enhancement of precipitation over the Maritime Continent for the MJO443

run can be partly related to the fact that more PBL cooling makes convection trigger-444

ing more sensitive to low-level moisture and then harder (cf. Figure 3b). In fact, the re-445

lation between rain evaporative cooling and the ITCZ structure is consistent with Bacmeister446

et al. (2006). Because the zonal contrast of equatorial precipitation is directly linked to447

the representation of the Walker circulations and monsoon, which seamlessly affect S2S-448

scale phenomena, its control by model physics is one of important aspects in k-scale cli-449

mate simulations.450

While the mean precipitation fields are reproduced more realistically in the MJO451

run, the representation of the mean outgoing longwave and shortwave radiation (OLR452

and OSR) distributions at the TOA is better in the REF run. Figures 5f and 5g display453

the annual-mean OLR bias for the REF and MJO runs, respectively, and the difference454

between the two is shown in Figure 5h. Compared to the REF run, in which OLR dis-455

tributions are relatively well represented globally except for over the deep convective ar-456

eas and lands in the tropics, the MJO run has significant negative OLR biases especially457

in the mid-to-high latitudes. This pronounced OLR bias for the MJO run is caused by458

more snow production at the upper troposphere that stems from the cloud microphysics459

tuning (Figure 4d). As for OSR, both runs suffer from negative biases (i.e., too much460

shortwave input) off Peru and California and over the Southern Ocean due to small low461

cloud fraction (Figures 5j and 5k). Otherwise, the MJO run tends to have larger OSR462

compared to the REF run globally because of increased cloud water (Figures 5l and 4e),463

leading to positive OSR biases especially in areas with negative OLR biases (Figures 5g464

and 5k).465

The global-mean net radiation balance at the TOA is better for the MJO run: −5.15466

W m−2 for the MJO run, −6.79 W m−2 for the REF run, each against the observation.467

However, this better balance comes from error compensation between larger OLR and468

OSR biases in the opposite sign than the REF run. By nature, it would be better to im-469

prove the mean radiation balance with reduced biases in both OLR and OSR distribu-470

tions.471

Comparisons of the above climatological mean states support the notion that it is472

desirable to obtain a setting incorporating both the merits unique to the REF and MJO473
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Figure 5. (a–d) Horizontal maps of the annual-mean precipitation (mm day−1) for the (a)

GPCP product, (b) REF and (c) MJO runs, and (d) its difference between the two runs (MJO

minus REF). Zonal mean distributions are plotted in right panels with solid lines, where the

GPCP distribution is also replotted with black dashed lines in (b) and (c). Global mean values

are denoted at the upper-right corner of figures. Dotted pink lines indicate the date line. (e) As

in (a), but for OLR (W m−2) at the TOA obtained from the CERES. (f–h) As in (e), but for

the OLR bias at the TOA against the CERES for the (f) REF and (g) MJO runs, and its differ-

ence between the two runs (MJO minus REF). In (f and g), global mean bias and raw values are

denoted at the upper side of figures. (i–l) As in (f–h), but for OSR at the TOA.
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Figure 6. (a, b) Wavenumber-frequency power spectra for the equatorially symmetric com-

ponent of 6-hourly OLR over the simulation period for the (a) REF and (b) MJO runs. Power

spectra are summed from 15◦S to 15 ◦N, and plotted as the ratio of raw to background power.

(c, d) The same as (a, b) but for the equatorially antisymmetric component.
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runs, and this notion is also reinforced by the analysis of the weather disturbances such474

as equatorial waves and the MJO. Figure 6 presents normalized wavenumber-frequency475

power spectra in the equatorially symmetric and antisymmetric components of 6-hourly476

OLR in 15◦S–15◦N for the REF and MJO runs, following Wheeler and Kiladis (1999)477

or Takasuka et al. (2018). In the symmetric component (Figures 6a and 6b), gravity-wave478

modes such as Kelvin and westward inertia-gravity waves amplify more in the REF run,479

whereas more rotational type modes such as equatorial Rossby waves and tropical de-480

pression (TD)-type disturbances amplify more in the MJO run. These results can be in-481

terpreted by the idea that the slower shallow-to-deep convection transition (i.e., longer482

moisture convective adjustment time scale) and the moister environment in the MJO run483

is favorable for the realization of moisture-coupled rotational modes rather than gravity-484

wave modes (e.g., Yasunaga & Mapes, 2012; Adames et al., 2019). Interestingly, the strength485

of MJO signals is not different in both runs, possibly because the MJO can be the mix-486

ture of gravity-wave and moisture-coupled rotational modes (e.g., Straub & Kiladis, 2003;487

Masunaga et al., 2006; Yasunaga & Mapes, 2012; Takasuka & Satoh, 2020). For the an-488

tisymmetric component (Figures 6c and 6d), the REF run favors eastward inertia-gravity489

waves in more cohesive wavenumber-frequency bands, consistent with the results in the490

symmetric component.491

The analyses in this subsection reveal that the direction for model improvement492

is taking the intermediate characteristics between the REF and MJO runs. Specific re-493

visions of the model setting for this goal are next described.494

4 Major Model Updates and Their Impacts On the Moisture–Convection495

Relation496

In Section 3, it is found that the moisture–convection relation and cloud microphysics497

characteristics should be altered to incorporate good performances of the REF and MJO498

runs in both the climatological statistics and weather. Specifically, deep convection trig-499

gering should be more sensitive to environmental moisture and the troposphere should500

be moister than the REF run, although not as much as the MJO run. Also, the repre-501

sentation of upper-tropospheric ice condensations is taken care of for better mean ra-502

diation balance, which can be done by the reconsideration of cloud microphysics and ver-503

tical resolutions. Based on these strategies, the three major model updates are introduced;504

1) retuning of the cloud microphysics parameters, 2) implementation of turbulent dif-505

fusion by the Leonard and cross terms, and 3) vertical resolution enhancement.506

4.1 Retuning of the Cloud Microphysics Parameters507

To obtain the intermediate moisture–convection relation between the REF and MJO508

runs, we first retune the vertical profiles of the terminal velocity of snow and rain to take509

their intermediate values of the two runs in the NEW-MP run (Figure 7a). Here RS14-510

version microphysics is used instead of T08 version adopted in the MJO run, because511

we intend to revise the height and amount of ice, snow, and graupel production and the512

recent improvement of NSW6 is based on RS14 version (Seiki & Roh, 2020).513

As shown in Figures 7b and 7c, this retuning for the NEW-MP run alters the ver-514

tical structure of the tropical-mean water substances from that for the MJO or REF runs.515

The slower terminal velocity of rain and snow than in the REF run produces more rain516

and snow (Figure 7c). Also, the intermediate terminal velocity of rain between the REF517

and MJO runs makes rain evaporation in the PBL stronger (weaker) than in the REF518

(MJO) run (Figures 7b and 4c). Furthermore, compared to the MJO run, the microphysics519

scheme change leads to more cloud ice, less graupel/rain production, and snow produc-520

tion at lower altitudes (Figure 7b).521
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Figure 7. (a) Vertical profiles of composite terminal velocities of rain (solid) and snow

(dashed) when deep convective cores are detected (t = 0 hr) for the REF (black), MJO (pink),

and NEW-MP runs (blue). (b) The same as Figure 4c, but for the NEW-MP (solid) and MJO

runs (dashed). (c) The same as Figure 4e, but for the difference between the NEW-MP and

REF runs. (d) The same as Figure 3c, but for the MJO (pink) and NEW-MP runs (blue). (e)

The same as Figures 3b, but for the difference in the NEW-MP run from the REF (shading)

and MJO runs (contours). Contour interval is 0.04 g kg−1, with negative (zero) contours dashed

(thickened).
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As a result, the vertical profile of the static stability is different from those in the522

REF and MJO runs. Figure 7d shows the vertical profiles of ∂T/∂p differences (from the523

REF run) before deep convection triggering for the MJO and NEW-MP runs. In the NEW-524

MP run, increase of static stability in the PBL due to stronger evaporative cooling is ob-525

served as in the MJO run, but the degree of increase is reduced. The mid-to-upper tro-526

pospheric (500–300 hPa) static stability is also increased because of enhanced radiative527

heating associated with more snow production than in the REF run. Meanwhile, the melting-528

layer stabilization effect found in the MJO run is not significant, possibly because a con-529

version from graupel to rain is much less efficient than in the MJO run.530

The above static stability changes results in the quantitatively retuned moisture–531

convection relation that retains the qualitative features in the MJO run. Figure 7e shows532

the same moisture evolution as in Figure 3b but for the NEW-MP run. Similar to the533

MJO run, more moisture is accumulated in the PBL before deep convection triggering534

(t = 0 hr) and is detrained in the mid-troposphere after that than in the REF run. In535

addition, the amplitudes of this evolution are reduced in comparison with the MJO run.536

These aspects are certainly intermediate between the REF and MJO runs.537

Another important revision in the cloud microphysics scheme is to introduce the538

cloud ice falling process. Because cloud ice falling decreases (increases) ice clouds above539

(below) about 200 hPa (Figure 7c), it contributes to an increase in the climatological mean540

OLR at the TOA and in turn affects the temperature field. In fact, this new treatment541

can mitigate negative OLR and high upper-tropospheric temperature biases partly caused542

by ice and snow production for the NEW-MP run (not shown).543

4.2 Implementation of Turbulent Diffusion by the Leonard and Cross544

Terms545

As described in Section 2.2, we newly consider turbulent diffusion from CRM-grid546

scale eddies, which are represented by the Leonard and cross terms in Eq. (2), for mois-547

ture and cloud water and ice. Because the contributions from these terms become large548

where the horizontal gradients of both horizontal/vertical wind velocities and tracers are549

large (see Eqs. (3) and (4)), they are expected to be effective around individual storms.550

Figure 8a displays a snapshot of vertical moisture fluxes by the Leonard term (computed551

with Eq. (3) for Kf = 1.0) and vertical winds at z = 6.2 km in the NEW1 run. This552

map clearly shows that turbulent transport by the Leonard term is enhanced only in the553

vicinity of a convective core. That is, the implementation of the Leonard- and cross-term554

contributions enables us to incorporate a part of lateral mixing associated with deep con-555

vection.556

The lateral mixing by the Leonard and cross terms has an impact on how much557

moisture is diffused in accordance with the evolution of individual deep convection. Fig-558

ures 8b and 8c show the same as Figure 7e but the difference from the NEW-MP run,559

which does not have the Leonard- and cross-term contributions, for the NEW1 and NEW2560

runs in shading, respectively. In both runs, more moisture remains from the lower to mid-561

troposphere even after t = 24 hr, which seems to be a result of detrainment-like pro-562

cesses. This evolution is more prominent for the NEW2 run (Kf = 2.0), indicating that563

the consideration of both the Leonard and cross terms leads to more moisture diffusion564

in deep convective areas.565

This turbulent diffusion effect also modulates mean precipitation fields. Figure 8d566

shows the annual-mean precipitation for the NEW-MP run, and Figures 8e and 8f show567

the difference from it for the NEW1 and NEW2 runs, respectively. Compared to the NEW-568

MP run, which has precipitation distributions similar to those in the MJO run in terms569

of no double ITCZ and enhanced precipitation over the western Pacific, the precipita-570

tion amount tends to decrease around active precipitation areas. For example, domain-571

mean precipitation for the NEW1 run is reduced over the Indian Ocean (−0.12 mm day−1),572
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Figure 8. (a) Snapshot of vertical moisture flux by the Leonard term (shading) and positive

vertical wind velocities (contours) at a height of 6.2 km for the NEW1 run. Contour interval is

0.5 m s−1, with zero values thickened. (b, c) The same as Figure 3b, but for the (b) NEW1 and

(c) NEW2 runs and shading represent their differences from the NEW-MP run. (d) The same

as Figure 5b, but for the NEW-MP run. (e, f) The same as Figure 5d, but for the differences in

the (e) NEW1 and (f) NEW2 runs from the NEW-MP run. Global-mean raw values are denoted

at the upper-right corner of the figures. Pink squares enclose the three representative areas used

for the computation of domain-mean precipitation: the Indian Ocean (15◦S–10◦N, 60◦–100◦E),

western North Pacific (0◦–20◦N, 120◦–150◦E), and ITCZ (0◦–10◦N, 180◦–90◦W).

western North Pacific (−0.91 mm day−1), and ITCZ (−0.45 mm day−1). The decrease573

in precipitation is more significant for the NEW2 run; the precipitation changes over the574

above three areas from the NEW-MP run are −0.29, −1.08, and −0.60 mm day−1 in or-575

der. This suggests that turbulent diffusion in the vicinity of deep convection plays an576

important role in suppressing excessively strong precipitation.577

4.3 Vertical Resolution Enhancement578

As described in Section 2.2, increased vertical resolutions in the upper-troposphere579

help represent cirrus clouds and dynamical processes near the tropopause, leading to the580

better reproducibility of radiation distributions (Seiki et al., 2015) and TC intensity (Ohno581

& Satoh, 2015). Also, a thinner layer near the surface enables more precise diagnostics582

of near-surface variables, which can affect convection triggering. Thus, the increased num-583

ber of vertical layers from 38 to 78, which satisfies these aspects, is tested in the NEW2-584

L78 run. This vertical resolution enhancement alters the moisture–convection relation,585

as well as the climatological mean radiation, temperature, and circulation fields shown586

in Section 5.1; the PBL-to-mid-level moistening observed in the deep convective evolu-587

tion, which is reinforced by the revisions of the cloud microphysics and turbulent pro-588

cesses in the previous two subsections, is slightly alleviated (not shown). This is consis-589

tent with Ohno et al. (2019), who showed that finer vertical resolutions make subgrid-590

scale turbulent mixing near convective cores weaker, and the relative humidity more de-591

creased.592
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Figure 9. Time-latitude diagrams of the monthly-mean precipitation averaged over 160◦E–

140◦W for the (a) TRMM-3B42 product, (b) REF, (c) MJO, (d) NEW2, and (e) NEW2-L78

runs. The x-axis denotes every month from June, 2004 to May, 2005.

5 Impacts of the Model Updates On the Simulated Fields593

In this section, we evaluate the simulated fields in the sensitivity experiments over594

a wide range of temporal scales to show that the model updates described in Section 4595

produce the more realistic representation of both the climatological mean states and weather596

disturbances. Here we mainly compare the results from the REF, MJO, NEW2, and NEW2-597

L78 runs, because the moisture–convection relation obtained in the NEW2-based physics598

(i.e., Kf = 2.0 as in Moeng et al. (2010)) is closest to that at which we are aimed.599

5.1 Climatological Mean States600

We first examine the impacts of the model updates on the representation of the ITCZ.601

Figure 9 shows the time-latitude diagrams of monthly-mean precipitation averaged over602

the central Pacific (160◦E–140◦W) for the observation and sensitivity experiments. While603

the observed precipitation has a single ITCZ around 5◦N, except in boreal winter (Fig-604

ure 9a), the REF run simulates the double ITCZ structure especially in boreal autumn605

(September–November) and early summer (June–July) (Figure 9b). This bias is clearly606

reduced in the NEW2 and NEW2-L78 runs, as much as the MJO run (Figures 9c–e). Un-607

like the REF run, the abrupt enhancement of precipitation in 15◦S–0◦ during austral sum-608

mer is captured in the NEW2 and NEW2-L78 runs. It is overemphasized in the NEW2-609

L78 run, as indicated by the fact that precipitation on the Southern Hemisphere is sig-610

nificantly active until March.611

The mean radiation balance at the TOA becomes intermediate between the REF612

and MJO runs by the revisions of cloud microphysics and turbulent diffusion processes.613
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Figure 10. (a, b) Horizontal maps of (a) the annual-mean OLR bias (W m−2) for the NEW2

run and (b) its difference from that for the MJO (shading) and REF runs (contours). Zonal

mean distributions are also plotted in the right panels, in which in (b), black and red lines cor-

respond to the REF and MJO runs, respectively. Global-mean raw values are denoted at the

upper-right corner of (a). (c, d) The same as (a and b), but for (c) the NEW2-L78 run and (d)

its difference from the NEW2 run. (e–h) As in (a–d), but for the annual-mean OSR bias.

Figures 10a and 10b show the annual-mean OLR bias for the NEW2 run and its differ-614

ence from the MJO or REF run, respectively. Although negative OLR biases for the NEW2615

run are more significant almost globally than the REF run, they are mitigated especially616

in the extratropics compared to the MJO run, which mainly results from the retuning617

in the microphysics scheme. In addition, the remaining negative OLR biases are largely618

reduced by the vertical resolution enhancement. The annual-mean OLR bias for the NEW2-619

L78 run (Figure 10c) and its comparison with the NEW2 run (Figure 10d) suggests that620

finer vertical resolutions increase OLR values globally and that they reduce the large bi-621

ases over the deep tropics and storm-track regions, where ice condensations are frequently622

generated. This result is consistent with Seiki et al. (2015).623

Figures 10e–10h are the same as Figures 10a–10d but for the annual-mean OSR.624

The mean OSR values for the NEW2 run decrease (increase) mainly in the tropics com-625

pared to the MJO (REF) run, which realizes the intermediate OSR distributions between626
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the REF and MJO runs (Figures 10e and 10f). The positive biases in the tropics due627

to shortwave reflection by deep clouds are reduced in the NEW2-L78 run (Figures 10g628

and 10h), corresponding to a decrease in cloud water and ice (not shown). Interestingly,629

negative OSR biases over the Southern Ocean are slightly mitigated in the NEW2 run,630

and this improvement is further supported by the vertical resolution enhancement (Fig-631

ure 10h). This energetic change may be related to the disappearance of the double ITCZ632

structure in the NEW2 run, which will be discussed in Section 6.1.633

In Figure 11, the climatological temperature and circulation fields are compared634

between JRA-55 reanalysis and the sensitivity experiments. Figures 11a and 11b show635

biases of the annual-mean zonal mean temperature, and zonal mean zonal wind and Eu-636

lerian mean meridional mass stream function for the REF run, respectively. In the trop-637

ics, warm bias exists in the upper-troposphere, which is especially significant around the638

tropopause (more than +6 K). A reason for this is strong radiative heating associated639

with the excess of cloud ice that is explicitly generated by RS14-version microphysics and640

remains unremoved. Related to this warm bias, the simulated tropospheric westerly jets641

have stronger and/or poleward shift bias (Figure 11b). In addition, the simulated annual-642

mean Hadley circulation (black contours) has more upward motions in the Southern Hemi-643

sphere than JRA-55, consistent with the zonal mean precipitation and the double ITCZ644

structure. Furthermore, the cold/warm bias in the extratropical tropopause/lower strato-645

sphere also stands out, which is likely contributed by unrealistic radiative cooling and646

meridional stratospheric circulations (e.g., Shepherd et al., 2018). Most of these features647

in the REF run follow the fields in NICAM AMIP-type and/or HighResMIP simulations648

(Kodama et al., 2015, 2021).649

For the MJO run (Figures 11c and 11d), the aforementioned biases for the REF650

run are reduced, except for the temperature bias at and above the extratropical tropopause.651

Meanwhile, smaller warm bias in the tropics than for the REF run is probably rooted652

in another severe bias; cloud ice generated by T08-version microphysics is much scarcer653

(Figures 4c–e) than by RS14 version in the REF run and is underestimated in compar-654

ison with the observation (Kodama et al., 2021). This trade-off problem is partly resolved655

in the NEW2 run; the introduction of cloud ice falling in the RS14-version microphysics656

scheme can reduce the tropical warm bias comparable to the MJO run (Figure 11e), while657

preserving abundant cloud ice (cf. Figure 7c). In this context, the strong and/or pole-658

ward shift bias of the mid-latitude westerly jets is also mitigated for the NEW2 run (Fig-659

ure 11f). In addition, the anomalous upward motions in the Southern Hemisphere as-660

sociated with the Hadley circulation are weakened, corresponding to the mitigation of661

the double ITCZ.662

The NEW2-L78 run (Figures 11g and 11h) suggests that the vertical resolution en-663

hancement in addition to the NEW2-run setting significantly mitigates the biases found664

in both upper-tropospheric/lowermost-stratospheric temperature fields and mid-latitude665

westerly jets. A plausible reason for the bias reduction in temperature can be explained666

as follows: finer vertical resolutions suppress the excessive formation of high clouds (Seiki667

et al., 2015) and water vapor leakage into the lowermost stratosphere (Shepherd et al.,668

2018), reducing overestimation of radiative heating (cooling) by tropical cirrus (strato-669

spheric water vapor) and bringing the vertical profile of temperature closer to reality.670

Furthermore, momentum transport by gravity waves is also expected to be simulated bet-671

ter, which may help the improved representation of the mid-latitude tropospheric jets.672

This causal relationship should be quantitatively evaluated by examining the dependency673

of vertical resolutions on momentum budgets, which is left for our future work.674

Note that a strong warm bias exists in the Antarctic region for all the experiments675

(Figures 11a, 11c, 11e, and 11g). This is mainly due to overestimated turbulent mixing676

by the MYNN2 scheme, associated with large vertical wind shear near the surface with677

steep slopes (not shown). This issue can be related to a limitation of the vertical discretiza-678
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Figure 11. (a) Latitude-height section of the annual-mean zonal mean temperature (contours)

and its bias against JRA55 reanalysis (shading; K) for the REF run. Contour interval is 6 K. (b)

As in (a), but for the annual-mean zonal mean zonal wind (green contours), its bias (shading; m

s−1), and Eulerian mean mass stream function bias (black contours). Green and black contour

interval is 8 m s−1 and 1.0 × 10−12 kg s−1, respectively, with negative (zero) contours dashed

(omitted). Positive contours indicate the clockwise circulations. (c–h) The same as (a and b), but

for the (c, d) MJO, (e, f) NEW2, and (g, h) NEW2-L78 runs.
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Figure 12. (a) Wavenumber-frequency power spectra for the equatorially symmetric compo-

nent of 6-hourly OLR over the simulation period for the NEW2 run. Power spectra are summed

from 15◦S to 15 ◦N, and plotted as the ratio of raw to background power. (b, c) As in (a), but

for its difference from the (b) REF and (c) MJO runs.

tion by the terrain-following coordinate system, which implies that the improvement of679

the dynamical core is also required.680

5.2 Weather Disturbances681

In this subsection, we focus on various kinds of daily-to-seasonal-scale phenomena.682

First, to grasp the behaviors of typical modes in tropical deep convection, we compare683

the representation of convectively-coupled equatorial waves and the MJO. We then ex-684

amine the several large- and S2S-scale variabilities such as the Asian summer monsoon685

and boreal-summer MJO. TC activities (e.g., genesis, intensity), which are affected by686

S2S-scale environmental factors, are also evaluated. Lastly, we analyze the precipitation687

diurnal cycle as a fundamental and prominent convective mode in the tropics.688

5.2.1 Convectively-Coupled Equatorial Waves and the Boreal-Winter689

MJO690

Figure 12a shows normalized wavenumber-frequency power spectra in the equato-691

rially symmetric component of OLR (15◦S–15◦N) for the NEW2 run, and Figures 12b692

and 12c present its difference from the REF and MJO runs, respectively. For the equa-693

torial OLR simulated in the NEW2 run, there are prominent peaks in the representa-694

tive wave modes including the MJO, and the spectral peaks for Kelvin waves and the695

MJO are well separated from each other as in the observation (Wheeler & Kiladis, 1999)696

(Figure 12a). These spectral characteristics are a good mixture of those in the REF and697

MJO runs; the Kelvin and inertia-gravity waves tend to decay (amplify) compared to698

the REF (MJO) run, and vice versa for the TD-type disturbances and equatorial Rossby699

waves (Figures 12b and 12c), which can be a result of the intermediate feature of the moisture–700

convection relation between the REF and MJO runs. Hence, the NEW2 run can sim-701

ulate both the gravity-wave and rotational type modes reasonably well.702

In Figure 13, we compare the time-longitude diagrams of equatorial 850-hPa zonal703

winds during boreal winter, when the mean MJO activities are enhanced (Zhang & Dong,704

2004), among the JRA55 reanalysis and REF, MJO, and NEW2 runs. For clarity, MJO-705

filtered westerly anomalies (eastward wavenumbers 1–5 and periods of 30–120 days) are706

also plotted with black contours. Note that, because the boreal winter in these simula-707

tions is far from the initial date (June 1, 2004), the simulated MJO in this period is not708

a result of initial value problems but an internal mode of the model. For the reanaly-709
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Figure 13. Time-longitude diagrams of 850-hPa zonal winds (shading) and MJO-filtered

westerly anomalies (contours) averaged in 10◦S–10◦N for the (a) JRA55 reanalysis and (b) REF,

(c) MJO, and (d) NEW2 runs. Contours start with 0.5 and 1.0 m s−1 for (a) and (b–d), respec-

tively, and contour interval is 1 m s−1. Green dashed lines in (b) indicate Kelvin-wave signals.

sis, MJO-scale westerlies propagate eastward quasi-periodically during this period (Fig-710

ure 13a). This MJO propagation cannot be captured well for the REF run (Figure 13b),711

in which high-frequency eastward-propagating signals like Kelvin waves are more detected712

(see green lines). In contrast, the MJO run shows robust eastward propagation of orga-713

nized westerly areas into the date line, although the simulated westerlies are more con-714

spicuous than the reanalysis (Figure 13c). For the NEW2 run, overestimation of west-715

erlies found in the MJO run are somewhat mitigated, and the quasi-periodic westerly/easterly716

phase changes associated with the MJO propagation is spontaneously reproduced (Fig-717

ure 13d). This result suggests that the model setting for the NEW2 run has the ability718

to simulate a realistic MJO mode in climate simulations at a comparable level to S2S-719

scale simulations, unlike most conventional GCMs that struggle with spontaneous and720

frequent MJO realization (Ling et al., 2017).721

5.2.2 Asian Summer Monsoon and the Boreal-Summer MJO722

In boreal summer, the large-scale circulations over the Indo-Pacific warm pool are723

largely driven by the ocean-land contrast; the Asian summer monsoon. Reproducibil-724

ity of the Asian summer monsoon is an important aspect in seamless modeling, because725

it has a significant impact on the representation of smaller-scale phenomena such as TCs726

(e.g., Ritchie & Holland, 1997; Yoshida & Ishikawa, 2013; Yamada et al., 2019), which727

are expected to be captured well in k-scale simulations. Here we compare how the sim-728

ulated Asian summer monsoon changes depending on the model settings.729

Figures 14a and 14b show the precipitation and 850-hPa wind distributions aver-730

aged from June to September (JJAS) for the JRA55/TRMM-3B42 and REF run, respec-731

tively. As inferred from the annual-mean precipitation (Figure 5b), the REF run suffers732

from the excess of precipitation over the Indian Ocean and the resultant misrepresen-733

tation of the zonal contrast of precipitation in the Indo-Pacific region. Related to this,734

the simulated monsoonal westerlies stemming from the Somali jet barely extend to the735

western Pacific.736

The aforementioned bias is reduced in several sensitivity experiments. Figures 14c–737

f present the difference of precipitation, 850-hPa winds, and column-integrated water va-738

por during JJAS from the REF run. In both MJO and NEW2 runs (Figures 14c and 14d),739
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Figure 14. (a, b) Horizontal maps of precipitation (shading) and 850-hPa horizontal and

zonal winds (vectors and contours; m s−1) averaged from June to September (JJAS) for the (a)

JRA55 reanalysis and TRMM-3B42 rainfall product and (b) REF run. Contour interval is 4 m

s−1, with negative and zero contours omitted. (c–f) As in (a and b), but for the difference of

precipitation (shading), 850-hPa horizontal winds (vectors), and column-integrated water vapor

(black contours) from the REF run for the (c) MJO, (d) NEW2, (e) NEW2-LEO, and (f) NEW-

MP runs. Contours for zonal wind velocities of 4 m s−1 are also plotted for the REF (blue) and

each run (red). Black contour interval is 2.5 kg m−2, with negative and zero contours omitted.
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Figure 15. Time-latitude diagrams of OLR averaged in 130◦–150◦E (shading) and TC genesis

points within that longitudinal band (red cross) for the (a) observation and (b) REF, (c) MJO,

and (d) NEW2 runs.

the western Pacific region has more water vapor and precipitation, and the monsoonal740

flows including the Somali jet become stronger and blow into the western Pacific. This741

tendency is slightly weaker for the NEW2 run than the MJO run. Decomposing the up-742

dates of turbulent diffusion and cloud microphysics by the NEW2-LEO and NEW-MP743

runs (Figures 14e and 14f), we find that microphysics retuning dominates the better rep-744

resentation of the Asian summer monsoon. Interestingly, a comparison of NEW2 and745

NEW-MP runs suggests that turbulent diffusion in the NEW2 run weakens the exten-746

sion of the monsoon, contrary to the result in the NEW2-LEO run. This nonlinear be-747

havior probably comes from the difference in precipitation depending on microphysics748

settings. Because the lack of precipitation over the western Pacific in the REF run is re-749

solved by the NEW-MP run, turbulent diffusion added to the NEW-MP run works to750

mitigate abundant precipitation there, as described in Section 4.2. Note that the ver-751

tical resolution enhancement can further promote the bias reduction associated with the752

above two model updates (not shown).753

In addition to the Asian summer monsoon, the boreal-summer MJO (or Boreal Sum-754

mer Intraseasonal Oscillation; BSISO) (Yasunari, 1979; Kikuchi, 2021), which is char-755

acterized by the north-eastward propagation of large-scale convection in the Indo-Pacific756

region, is also a phenomenon important to the weather change. To evaluate its simula-757

tion skill, we present the time-latitude diagrams of OLR averaged over the western Pa-758

cific (130◦–150◦E) for the observation (Figure 15a) and sensitivity experiments (Figures759

15b–d). In Figure 15a, there are two major northward-propagating convective envelopes760

observed during June and mid-July-to-August, corresponding to the BSISO activity. In761
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accordance with this large-scale convective evolution, many TCs are generated over the762

western North Pacific (see red cross marks), consistent with the fact that the active phase763

of the BSISO strongly exerts TC genesis (e.g., Nakazawa, 1986; Liebmann et al., 1994;764

Yoshida et al., 2014). For the REF run, these observational features are not reproduced765

well, especially for the second BSISO event (Figure 15b); large-scale convective organ-766

ization is weaker, and the convective systems appear to stagnate around 10◦N rather than767

propagate northward in July and August. The weak amplitudes and/or stalling of the768

BSISO in the former NICAM simulations have already been pointed out by the several769

previous studies (Kikuchi et al., 2017; Nakano & Kikuchi, 2019; Shibuya et al., 2021).770

This preexisting bias is largely mitigated in the NEW2 run (Figure 15d); the northward-771

propagating well-organized convective envelopes by the two BSISO events and associ-772

ated TC genesis are reasonably simulated, despite some overemphasis of convective ac-773

tivities in early July. This result is as good as in the MJO run (Figure 15c), which is tuned774

for S2S-scale MJO simulations, so that the NEW2-based physics may be applicable to775

initial value problems as well as climate simulations. The improvement of BSISO sim-776

ulations may be related to the better representation of the background Asian summer777

monsoon, which should be scrutinized in the future.778

5.2.3 Tropical Cyclone Activities779

Here we evaluate TC activities simulated in the sensitivity experiments through780

a comparison with the observational best-track datasets. TCs are detected following the781

method by Nakano et al. (2015); after detecting local minima of sea level pressure (SLP)782

as TC candidates, we track them by imposing some criteria for 10-m, 850- and 200-hPa783

wind speeds, the sum of 700-, 500-, and 300-hPa temperature anomalies, and the 850-784

hPa maximum relative vorticity. If all the criteria are satisfied over at least 36 hr for a785

TC candidate, it is formally assigned as a TC.786

First, the simulated TC genesis and tracks are evaluated. Figure 16 shows the TC787

genesis points and distributions of the number of TCs passing through each 2.5◦×2.5◦788

grid box for the observation and sensitivity experiments. In Table 2, the total number789

of TCs generated in each basin is also presented. For the REF run, the number of TC790

genesis over the eastern Pacific and Indian Ocean is relatively well simulated, whereas791

they have several biases especially over the western and central Pacific region (Figures792

16a and 16b); over the western North Pacific, the TC genesis and the subsequent pas-793

sage of TCs occur much less frequently, and TCs generated over the eastern Pacific tend794

to move more westward across the date line. These biases are removed in the MJO run795

(Figure 16c); however, the total number of TC genesis greatly increases and TC activ-796

ities are overemphasized especially over the South Pacific compared to the observation797

(see also Table 2).798

The NEW2 run also follows the bias reduction found in the MJO run (Figure 16d).799

Looking at the western North Pacific, TC genesis and tracks are well organized around800

150◦E, although they are slightly to the east of the observed and MJO-run genesis points801

and tracks. Also, the number of TC genesis is comparable to the observation (Table 2).802

These improvements are consistent with eastward extension of the Asian summer mon-803

soon into the western Pacific (Figure 14d) and enhanced BSISO activities (Figure 15d).804

Furthermore, the overestimation of TC genesis in the South Pacific for the REF and MJO805

runs is largely removed. There appears, however, another bias that more and fewer TCs806

are simulated in the eastern Pacific and Atlantic, respectively.807

The eastward displacement of TC genesis over the western North Pacific for the808

NEW2 run is modified by the vertical resolution enhancement (Figure 16e), leading to809

the realistic maximum number of TC tracks just to the east of Philippine and south of810

Japan for the NEW2-L78 run. Meanwhile, the NEW2-L78 run generates much more TCs811

globally than all the other experiments, which is possibly related to the decreased static812
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Figure 16. Horizontal distributions of TC genesis points (open circle) and the number of

TCs passing through each 2.5◦ × 2.5◦ grid box (shading) for the (a) observation and (b) REF,

(c) MJO, (d) NEW2, and (e) NEW2-L78 runs. The total number of TCs simulated in each 1-yr

simulation is denoted at the upper-left corner of figures.

Table 2. Total number of TCs generated in each basin for the observation (IBTrACS) and

REF, MJO, NEW2, and NEW2-L78 runs. The targeted basins are the North Indian Ocean (NI),

western North Pacific (WP), eastern North Pacific (EP), North Atlantic (NA), South Indian

Ocean (SI), South Pacific (SP), and South Atlantic (SA).

Run name NI WP EP NA SI SP SA

IBTrACS 4 29 12 15 18 8 0

REF 9 22 12 8 20 16 4
MJO 7 28 10 8 23 24 1
NEW2 6 27 14 7 13 7 0
NEW2-L78 11 33 13 18 19 37 6
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Figure 17. (a) Scatter diagram of the central sea level pressure (SLP) versus the lifetime

maximum 10-m wind speed for TCs simulated by the REF (black dots and lines), MJO (red

dots and pink lines), NEW2 (blue dots and sky-blue lines), and NEW2-L78 runs (green dots and

dashed purple lines). Lines are the second-order polynomial fit to the data points, and the broken

gray line is for the observation. (b) Cumulative distribution of the lifetime maximum 10-m wind

speed for the observation (broken gray) and REF (black), MJO (pink), NEW2 (sky-blue), and

NEW2-L78 runs (dashed purple). The data are binned by the interval of 2 m s−1.

stability associated with a reduction of high temperature bias in the upper troposphere813

(see Figure 11g). Note that the absolute number of TC genesis is tunable by changing814

the parameters used to detect TCs, so that there is room for trying another parameter815

set for TC detection in the NEW2-L78 run, of which the environmental temperature field816

is significantly different from the other runs.817

The simulated TC intensity is also analyzed, despite a caveat of insufficient sam-818

ple sizes. Figure 17a shows a scatter plot of the central SLP and maximum sustained819

10-m wind speeds. As already confirmed by Yamada et al. (2017), the maximum wind820

speed for intense and weak TCs is underestimated and overestimated in all the sensitiv-821

ity experiments compared to the observation, respectively. Interestingly, the underes-822

timation of wind speeds except for weak TCs is more prominent in the MJO run, con-823

sistent with the case study of TC genesis in the 3.5-km mesh simulation (Nasuno et al.,824

2016). This is possibly because the tight vortex structure that can realize the large pres-825

sure gradient may not be preferred in relation to the fact that the MJO run selectively826

optimizes the MJO-scale moisture variability. Although the model improvement in the827

NEW2 and NEW2-L78 runs have few impacts on the pressure–wind relationship at least828

in this study, the vertical resolution enhancement seems to be able to simulate more in-829

tense TCs, as indicated by more green dots for maximum wind speeds of more than 45830

m s−1 (see also Figure 17b).831

Figure 17b shows the cumulative distribution of the lifetime maximum 10-m wind832

speeds. A common bias in the simulations is that the number of both weak and intense833

TCs is much smaller, and instead of it, TCs with moderate intensity are actively gen-834

erated. Among the sensitivity experiments, the NEW2 run tends to generate TCs that835

can develop to stronger intensity than the REF and MJO runs, which makes the bias836

of few weak TCs more emphasized. The vertical resolution enhancement (the NEW2-837

L78 run) can suppress this tendency, as well as preserving the feature in the NEW2 run838

of more TCs with strong intensity (e.g., more than 45 m s−1), which tends to become839

slightly closer to the observation. Although revealing the physical reasons for the depen-840

dency of the GCRM settings on TC intensity is beyond the scope of this study, it is an841

interesting topic that should be addressed in the future.842
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Figure 18. Composite diurnal cycle of 1-hourly precipitation intensity anomaly averaged in

15◦S–15◦N over (a) ocean and (b) land for the TRMM-3G68 climatology (gray dashed), and REF

(black), MJO (red), NEW2 (blue), and NEW2-L78 runs (cyan dashed).

5.2.4 Tropical Precipitation Diurnal Cycle843

First, the mean phase and amplitude of the simulated diurnal cycle of precipita-844

tion in the tropics are analyzed. Figures 18a and 18b show the composite diurnal cycle845

of observed and simulated precipitation in 15◦S–15◦N over ocean and land, respectively.846

Over ocean, the peak time of simulated precipitation is 06 local time (LT) for all the ex-847

periments, which is slightly later than the peak time in the TRMM-3G68 climatology848

(05LT). The differences in amplitude among the sensitivity experiments are small, but849

the model updates for the NEW2 run and vertical resolution enhancement appears to850

weaken the diurnal variations. This change corresponds to slight bias reduction, consid-851

ering that NICAM tends to overestimate amplitude of diurnal precipitation over open852

ocean (Sato et al., 2009; Noda et al., 2012).853

Over land areas, a systematic bias of the phase of the diurnal cycle is evident re-854

gardless of model settings in the 14-km mesh simulations (Figure 18b), consistent with855

Sato et al. (2009). While the TRMM-3G68 climatology indicates afternoon peak at 16LT,856

the peak for the simulations occurs around 20–21LT; that is, about 5 hr later than the857

observation. In addition, the timing of the precipitation minimum for the simulations858

(13–14LT) lags behind that for the observation (10LT). The larger phase difference than859

over ocean suggests that the daytime convection over land, which is characterized by the860

rapid shallow-to-deep transition, cannot be resolved by the coarse resolution mainly be-861

cause of the missed representation of the shallow moistening phase. This notion is sup-862

ported by the fact that the phase delay is slightly pronounced for the MJO run with con-863

vection triggering harder (cf. Figure 3b), and that this delayed convection triggering bias864

is drastically reduced in a 3.5-km mesh simulation (Figure A1 in Appendix A).865

Another aspect of the tropical precipitation diurnal cycle is the offshore migration866

of rainfall systems in coastal areas (e.g., Houze et al., 1981; Ichikawa & Yasunari, 2006).867

As an example of this, we focus on the phenomenon observed around Sumatra Island that868

the precipitation peak emerges near the western coast of the island in the early evening869

and then migrates away from the coast during nighttime and early morning (e.g., Mori870

et al., 2004; Yokoi et al., 2017). Figure 19 shows the composite time series of the observed871

and simulated diurnal precipitation variations along the orthogonal direction to the west-872

ern coastline of Sumatra Island. The nighttime offshore migration of precipitation can873

be captured in all the simulations (Figures 19b–e), whereas there is a common bias of874

the delayed onset of precipitation on the coastal land in comparison with the observa-875

tion (Figure 19a). The degree of this late precipitation onset is different among the sen-876

sitivity experiments; the onset (with precipitation more than 10.5 mm day−1) is most877
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Figure 19. Composite time series of 1-hourly precipitation as a function of distance from the

western coastline of Sumatra Island for the (a) TRMM-3G68 climatology, and (b) REF, (c) MJO,

(d) NEW2, and (e) NEW2-L78 runs. Negative values of distance correspond to the offshore

direction. Magenta dashed lines indicate the reference local time (18LT) for comparisons.

delayed for the MJO run (19LT; Figure 19c), and closest to the observation for the NEW2-878

L78 run (17LT; Figure 19e). The tendency similar to the MJO run was also confirmed879

in Nasuno (2021), who examined the 7-km mesh simulation of diurnal convection in the880

Maritime Continent. The better performance in the NEW2-L78 run is probably because881

increased vertical layers in the PBL can improve the representation of convection trig-882

gering.883

The amplitude of offshore migrating precipitation largely depends on the model set-884

tings. Comparing the NEW2-L78 run and the other three runs, its dependency is dif-885

ferent from that of the diurnal cycle over open ocean (Figure 18a). This feature may be886

interpreted by some mechanisms of nighttime offshore migration such as precondition-887

ing by gravity waves (e.g., Love et al., 2011; Yokoi et al., 2017) and/or gravity currents888

associated with land breeze, cold pools, and environmental flows (e.g., Houze et al., 1981;889

Mori et al., 2004). In fact, it is expected that the vertical resolution enhancement can890

simulate gravity waves and low-level flow interactions better, consistent with the most891

significant offshore migration for the NEW2-L78 run (Figure 19e). In the future work,892

it can be worth further examining detailed mechanisms.893

6 Discussion894

In this section, we discuss an interpretation of why our model updates can improve895

the representation of the ITCZ and MJO, which are the remarkable examples of the cli-896

matological mean states and weather disturbances, respectively.897
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6.1 Relation between the ITCZ and Interhemispheric Energetics898

As described in Introduction, recent studies have pointed out that how the ITCZ899

structure are determined can be interpreted by the cross-equatorial energy transport and900

atmospheric energy budget (e.g., Hwang & Frierson, 2013; Bischoff & Schneider, 2016;901

Adam et al., 2016). Following this idea, a possible reason for the mitigation of the dou-902

ble ITCZ bias in NICAM is presented. A starting point is the zonal mean column-integrated903

moist static energy balance:904

∂

∂y
〈vh〉 = 〈SW 〉+ 〈LW 〉+ SH + LH

= (SWnet↓ − LWnet↑)TOA + (SWnet↑ + LWnet↑)SFC + SH + LH︸ ︷︷ ︸
SEI

(5)

where v is meridional winds; h is moist static energy; SW and LW is shortwave and long-905

wave radiative fluxes, respectively; SH and LH is surface sensible and latent heat fluxes,906

respectively; angle brackets and overbars denote the mass-weighted column integration907

and zonal mean, respectively; and subscripts “net ↓” and “net ↑” denote net downward908

and upward fluxes, respectively. Latitudinal integration of Eq. (5) shows that the merid-909

ional energy export integrated over the atmosphere in a latitudinal band must be bal-910

anced by any net energy input into that space.911

We expect that the ITCZ observed at 8◦N is related to the cross-equatorial energy912

transport into the Southern Hemisphere, and that this southward energy transportation913

is counteracted by the double ITCZ structure. First, to confirm whether this correspon-914

dence is valid in the NICAM simulations, we examine the relation between the ITCZ and915

annual-mean meridional energy fluxes at the equator. For an index explaining the ITCZ916

structure, the tropical precipitation asymmetry index Ap (Hwang & Frierson, 2013), which917

quantifies how antisymmetric the tropical precipitation distributions are hemispherically,918

is introduced;919

Ap =
P 0◦−30◦N − P 30◦S−0◦

P 30◦S−30◦N
(6)920

where Pφ1−φ2
denotes the zonal mean precipitation averaged over the latitudinal band921

between φ1 and φ2. Figure 20a shows a scatter plot of the cross-equatorial energy flux922

at the equator and Ap among the sensitivity experiments. This plot shows a clear neg-923

ative correlation between the two, indicating that more cross-equatorial southward en-924

ergy transport corresponds to the more hemispherically asymmetry of tropical precip-925

itation (i.e., the single ITCZ). This suggests that it is possible to discuss the improve-926

ment of the ITCZ precipitation simulated in NICAM in terms of interhemispheric en-927

ergetics based on Eq. (5).928

To reveal what changes the cross-equatorial energy transport and in turn leads to929

the better ITCZ representation, we compare the distributions of the atmospheric net en-930

ergy input (NEI) among the REF, MJO, and NEW2 runs. Figure 20b shows the differ-931

ence of the annual-mean zonal mean (solid line) and hemispherical mean NEI (denoted932

at the upper-right corner) between the REF and MJO or NEW2 runs. For both the MJO933

and NEW2 runs, the less/more hemispherical mean NEI is realized in the Southern/Northern934

Hemisphere, and this interhemispheric contrast is more pronounced for the NEW2 run,935

which is consistent with the degree of the mitigation of the double ITCZ structure (Fig-936

ure 20a).937

Detailed comparisons of NEI in Figure 20b indicate that, for the MJO (NEW2) run,938

the less and more NEI averaged in the Southern and Northern Hemisphere occurs mainly939

over the tropics (the Southern Ocean) and around 30◦N, respectively. To examine what940

contributes to this feature, we decompose the NEI into the two components; the net ra-941

diative fluxes at the TOA and surface energy input (SEI in Eq. (5)), as shown in Fig-942

ures 20c and 20d, respectively. This decomposition suggests that the more NEI around943
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Figure 20. (a) Scatter diagram of the column-integrated cross-equatorial moist static en-

ergy fluxes at the equator versus the precipitation asymmetry index (Ap) for all the sensitivity

experiments. (b–d) Meridional distributions of the differences of the annual-mean zonal mean

(b) net energy input (NEI), (c) net radiative fluxes at the TOA, and (d) surface energy input

(SEI) for the MJO (red) and NEW2 (blue) runs from the REF run. In (b), Southern/Northern

hemispheric mean values are denoted at the upper-right corner of the figure. Broken lines in (c

and d) represent NEI for the MJO (orange) and NEW2 runs (cyan). Positive and negative values

indicate the input into and output from the atmosphere, respectively. (e) As in (b–d), but for the

decomposition of net radiative fluxes at the TOA; longwave and shortwave cloud radiative forcing

(solid and dashed, respectively), and clear-sky component (broken).

30◦N is caused by the enhanced SEI for both runs. Considering that the TOA radiation944

decomposition (Figure 20e) reveals the strong cloud longwave and shortwave radiative945

forcing in the opposite sense in that area, the existence of more upper clouds can increase946

SEI.947

As for the less NEI in the Southern Hemisphere, which results from the reduced948

NEI over the southern tropics (the Southern Ocean) for the MJO (NEW2) runs, the re-949

flection of more shortwave radiation by clouds is a dominant player (Figures 20c–e). In950

particular, the enhanced shortwave reflection for the NEW2 run is associated with larger951

low-cloud fraction via the retuning of the cloud microphysics parameters (not shown),952

which captures an observational aspect. The link between this tendency and the improved953

representation of the ITCZ is common to CMIP5 models (Hwang & Frierson, 2013). Mean-954

while, there is a caveat of this improvement in the NEW2 run that a formation process955

of the low clouds may not follow the observation in the NEW2 run, because of poor rep-956

resentation of supercooled liquid water in the present microphysics scheme. Thus, the957

new microphysics that has resolved this issue (e.g., Seiki & Roh, 2020) is worth being958

tested, although it also has side effects at present such as positive OLR bias (Noda et959

al., 2021).960

The above results suggest that the mitigation of the double ITCZ bias in GCRMs961

is related to the mean radiation distributions associated with the representation of both962

upper and low clouds (cf. Figures 5e–j and 10), depending on the difference and/or re-963

tuning in cloud microphysics schemes. Meanwhile, the relation between this climatolog-964

ical energetic view and a role of deep convection characteristics (see Sections 3.1 and 4)965

in the ITCZ structure is also still debatable, which should be further deepened.966
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6.2 Relation between the MJO and Mean Walker Circulation967

Recently, Suematsu et al. (2022) showed that the spontaneous MJO realization in968

a 30-yr climate simulation on NICAM tends to be disturbed with the stronger circula-969

tion of the western background Walker cell. This suggests the important relation between970

the mean atmospheric circulation and MJO activities. Following this notion, we inter-971

pret the improvement of the MJO representation for the NEW2 run in terms of a change972

in the annual-mean Walker circulation.973

Figures 21a and 21b show the annual-mean zonal/vertical winds averaged in 10◦S–974

10◦N for the JRA55 reanalysis and their differences from JRA55 for the REF run, re-975

spectively. Compared to the reanalysis, the upward branch simulated in the REF run976

is elongated more eastward to the Pacific, and is enhanced in the western Indian Ocean.977

Related to this, the upper-level (200–100 hPa) easterlies are strengthened in the whole978

region of the warm pool (30◦E–180◦) corresponding to the western Walker cell area. This979

background is unfavorable for the MJO realization (cf. Figures 13b and 15b).980

In Figures 21c and 21d, the differences of the annual-mean Walker circulation be-981

tween the REF and MJO or NEW2 runs are presented. The bias of the eastward elon-982

gation of the upward branch for the REF run is reduced in both the MJO and NEW2983

runs, as expected from the precipitation distributions (Figures 5c, 8d, and 8f). Mean-984

while, vertical motions and upper-level zonal winds in 60◦E–180◦ are differently mod-985

ified between the MJO and NEW2 runs. For the NEW2 run, an area of mainly enhanced986

upward motions is narrower than the MJO run (120◦–165◦E versus 105◦–165◦E); a zonal987

peak of them is displaced farther eastward; and upward motions in the Indian Ocean are988

suppressed more. As a result, the NEW2 run can counteract the upper-level easterly bias989

over the warm pool for the REF run, except for around the Maritime Continent, by more990

anomalous upper-level westerlies in 60◦–90◦E and 150◦E–180◦ than the MJO run. This991

result supports the idea of Suematsu et al. (2022), in that the overall suppressed west-992

ern Walker cell induced by the NEW2-run setting is actually in conjunction with the ro-993

bust MJO reproduction away from initial value problems (cf. Figure 13d).994

7 Summary and Concluding Remarks995

Toward the achievement of a reliable k-scale climate simulation, our final goal is996

to obtain a model setting of k-scale NICAM that can attain the realistic seamless rep-997

resentation of equilibrium states and variabilities over a wide range of spatio-temporal998

scales. Considering that there are some systematic errors irrespective of horizontal res-999

olutions of O(1–10)-km scale, we are aimed at mitigating the known biases of both the1000

climatological mean states and weather disturbances in 14-km mesh simulations. For this1001

purpose, using a series of 1-yr sensitivity experiments, we have reconsidered the mod-1002

eled moist processes (e.g., cloud microphysics, turbulent diffusion) and vertical resolu-1003

tions, and comprehensively examined its impacts on the moisture–convection relation1004

and simulated fields. In improving the model, we refer to the two representative settings1005

in the present NICAM: the HighResMIP-tuned (Kodama et al., 2021) and MJO-tuned1006

setting (Suematsu et al., 2021), which prioritizes the radiation balance in climate sim-1007

ulations and the realistic MJO reproduction in S2S-scale simulations, respectively.1008

The comparisons of the simulations with the HighResMIP-tuned (REF run) and1009

MJO-tuned settings (MJO run) suggest that the moisture–convection relation largely1010

differs from each other; for the MJO run, deep convection is harder to be triggered and1011

mid-tropospheric moistening after deep convection triggering is more efficient (Figure1012

3b). This modification is induced by the increased static stability around the PBL, melt-1013

ing layer, and 300 hPa due to the changes in heating profiles via tuning that sets falling1014

speeds of rain and snow to be slower (Figures 3c and 4b). Related to these differences,1015

the REF and MJO runs have both good points and severe biases in the annual-mean states1016
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Figure 21. (a) Zonal-height section of the annual-mean equatorial (10◦S–10◦N) vertical winds

(shading) and zonal winds (contours) for the JRA55 reanalysis. Contour interval is 1.5 m s−1,

with negative (zero) contours dashed (thickened). (b) As in (a), but for their differences for the

REF run from JRA55. Contour interval is 1 m s−1, with negative (zero) contours dashed (thick-

ened). (c, d) As in (b), but for their differences for the (c) MJO and (d) NEW2 runs from the

REF run.

and disturbances. While the mean precipitation distributions are better for the MJO run1017

in terms of the non-prominent double ITCZ bias (Figures 5a–d), the bias of the mean1018

radiation balance is greatly suppressed for the REF run (Figures 5e–i). As for the rep-1019

resentation of tropical disturbances, the gravity-wave and rotational moisture-coupled1020

modes are biasedly preferred for the REF and MJO runs, respectively (Figure 6).1021

To incorporate good performances alone in the REF and MJO runs, we strive to1022

revise the moisture–convection relation to be intermediate between those two runs. In1023

this strategy, we have updated the model through the following three points; 1) the re-1024

tuning of the cloud microphysics parameters, 2) the implementation of turbulent diffu-1025

sion by Leonard and cross terms, and 3) the vertical resolution enhancement. For the1026

first point, we set falling speeds of rain and snow to be intermediate between the REF1027

and MJO runs (Figure 7a) and newly introduce the effect of cloud ice falling. This re-1028

vision attains the moisture–convection relation that is similar to that for the MJO run1029

and reasonably tuned in amplitude (Figure 7e), while restraining too much decrease in1030

OLR. The second update can diffuse water vapor, cloud water, and cloud ice effectively1031

in the vicinity of deep convective cores (Figure 8a), which promotes mid-tropospheric1032

moisture detrainment and suppresses excessively strong precipitation (Figures 8b–f). Lastly,1033

the increased vertical resolutions slightly abbreviate the PBL-to-mid-level moistening1034

reinforced by the first and second updates.1035

The model updates have succeeded in reducing various kinds of the biases recog-1036

nized in the NICAM HighResMIP climate simulation. The double ITCZ structure al-1037

most disappears, and the seasonal march of precipitation over the tropical Pacific is also1038

represented more realistically (Figure 9). Although the model updates without the ver-1039

tical resolution enhancement leads to the intermediate bias of the annual-mean radia-1040
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tion fields between the REF and MJO runs (Figures 10a, 10b, 10e, and 10f), they can1041

reduce the high temperature bias in the tropical upper troposphere and the poleward1042

shift and/or stronger amplitude of the mid-latitude tropospheric westerly jets (Figure1043

11). In addition to this, an increase in vertical layers drastically improves the represen-1044

tation of the annual-mean OLR fields and zonal mean temperature and circulations (Fig-1045

ures 10c, 11g, and 11h), mainly because of the better simulation of upper clouds (Seiki1046

et al., 2015).1047

The simulation skills of the weather disturbances have also been improved. Both1048

the gravity-wave and rotational moisture-coupled modes are simulated in a good balance1049

(Figure 12), and the quasi-periodic MJO propagation is spontaneously reproduced in bo-1050

real winter (Figure 13). The penetration of the Asian summer monsoon into the west-1051

ern Pacific is represented better (Figure 14), and the northward propagation of BSISO1052

events is realistically simulated (Figure 15). The improvement of these boreal-summer1053

phenomena reasonably reduces the bias of few TCs that are generated and pass over the1054

western Pacific (Figure 16). Furthermore, despite a few impacts of the model updates1055

on the TC intensity, the pressure–wind relationship becomes slightly closer to the ob-1056

servation, and more intense TCs with maximum 10-m wind speeds more than 45 m s−11057

can be generated (Figure 17). Meanwhile, the representation of the diurnal cycle of trop-1058

ical precipitation does not depend on the model settings significantly, although the re-1059

vised moist physics and vertical resolution enhancement faintly improves convection trig-1060

gering over land (Figures 18 and 19).1061

Because this study is on the premise of the simulations at 14-km horizontal mesh,1062

it is a matter of course that there remain large biases, especially in the climatological1063

mean OSR fields, TC intensity, and the diurnal cycle of precipitation. To address these1064

problems, we not only need higher horizontal/vertical resolutions but also should fur-1065

ther consider how the interaction between the PBL and free troposphere and free-tropospheric1066

subgrid-scale turbulent diffusion is modeled in k-scale simulations. In addition, it is non-1067

trivial whether the model setting appropriate for a 14-km horizontal resolution is still1068

applicable to k-scale simulations. In fact, for the better performance of a climate sim-1069

ulation with the 3.5-km mesh NICAM, which is now ongoing, we have slightly changed1070

the model setting obtained from this study. While we have confirmed that the horizon-1071

tal resolution refinement and model setting revisions improve precipitation fields (see Ap-1072

pendix A for diurnal variations), how we should systematically deal with the resolution1073

dependency in GCRMs is still a challenging topic toward the future model improvement.1074

Appendix A Precipitation Diurnal Cycle in a K-scale Simulation1075

As an example of a drastically good impact of k-scale simulations, we focus on the1076

resolution dependency on the representation of the precipitation diurnal cycle. We con-1077

ducted a 1-yr simulation at 3.5-km mesh, following the same protocol as in this study.1078

The model setting used for the 3.5-km-mesh simulation is slightly different from the model1079

physics for the NEW2-L78 run; the value of Kf is set to 1.0, and the autoconversion rate1080

from cloud ice to snow is increased. The latter is required for achieving the better ra-1081

diation balance at 3.5-km mesh.1082

Figure A1 compares the composite diurnal cycle of the offshore migration of pre-1083

cipitation systems around the western coastal region of Sumatra Island between 14-km1084

(NEW2-L78 run; Figure A1a) and 3.5-km simulations (Figure A1b). In the 3.5-km mesh1085

run, the delayed convection triggering bias over coastal land is drastically mitigated, and1086

more organization of precipitation during its offshore migration are simulated well. In1087

addition, inland-propagating precipitation systems in 15–24LT are simulated robustly.1088

These characteristics are very close to the observed behavior (Figure 19a), which sug-1089

gests that the realistic representation of the precipitation diurnal cycle certainly requires1090

k-scale atmospheric modeling.1091
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Figure A1. (a) The same as Figure 19e. (b) The same as (a), but for the 3.5-km mesh simu-

lation under the new setting based on this study.

Appendix B Open Research1092

The JRA-55 (Japanese 55-year Reanalysis Project) data are available at https://1093

jra.kishou.go.jp/JRA-55/index en.html#usage. The CERES-EBAF can be down-1094

loaded from https://ceres.larc.nasa.gov/data/. The GPCP product can be obtained1095

from https://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds728.7/ if registered. The TRMM-3B42 data1096

are provided by https://disc2.gesdisc.eosdis.nasa.gov/data/TRMM L3/TRMM 3B421097

.7/. The hourly climatology of the TRMM-3G68 product is available at https://www1098

.sci.hokudai.ac.jp/~minobe/data by minobe/TRMM3G68 diurnal clim/. The IBTrACS1099

data can be obtained from https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/data/international-best1100

-track-archive-for-climate-stewardship-ibtracs/v04r00/access/csv/. The NICAM1101

simulation data used in this work are available at https://figshare.com/articles/1102

dataset/Data for Takasuka etal 2023 JAMES/22214608. All figures are created by NCAR1103

Command Language (NCL) version 6.6.2, which can be installed via https://www.ncl1104

.ucar.edu/current release.shtml.1105
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